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ABSTRACT
The growing strength-based approach to the assessment and intervention of
students’ social and emotional learning competencies has significant implications for the
practice of behavioral consultation in school settings (Zins & Elias, 2007). The current
research study utilized four separate multiple baseline case studies across students in
order to evaluate the effects of behavioral interventions developed in accordance with
either a traditional model of behavioral consultation (Bergen & Kratochwill, 1990), or a
proposed strength-based model of behavioral consultation, developed in accordance with
the tenets of strength-based assessment as described in Epstein et al. (2003). Dependent
variables of interest across both models of consultation included direct observations of
student on-task behavior and frequency counts of teachers’ use of general praise,
behavior specific praise and reprimand statements during specified observational periods.
Estimates of social validity regarding teachers’ perceptions of the acceptability,
effectiveness and feasibility of the interventions developed through both types of
consultation were also obtained at the conclusion of each intervention. Results indicated
that while behavioral interventions implemented across both models of consultation led
to positive improvements in student on-task behaviors and increases in teachers’ use of
general praise and behavior specific praise statements, teachers engaged in interventions
developed through the strength-based model of behavioral consultation had significantly
higher rates of behavior specific praise than they did when implementing interventions
through the traditional behavioral model. This study adds to the existing literature by
providing a detailed description and theoretical blueprint for future researchers regarding
iii

how to integrate the growing strength-based movement of assessment and intervention
with school-based behavioral consultation initiatives in order to improve the social,
emotional and behavioral competencies of individual students, as well as facilitate the
establishment and maintenance of positive teacher-student interactions in the classroom
setting.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Educational research has continually highlighted the importance of targeting
students’ social and emotional learning (SEL) within the school setting (Doll, Zucker &
Brehm, 2004; Durlack, Weissberg, Dymnicki, Taylor & Schellinger, 2011). In this
context, SEL has been defined as a student’s ability to “recognize and manage emotions,
solve problems effectively, and establish positive relationships with others” (Zins &
Elias, 2007, p. 235). Perhaps one of the most well known organizations related to SEL is
the Collaborative for Academic, Social and Emotional Learning (CASEL, 2000). This
organization was initially founded in order to provide educators and researchers with
pertinent information related to SEL, as well as to advance the field of SEL assessment
and intervention through the publication of cutting edge research regarding educational
strategies aimed at increasing students’ social and emotional competencies. Since its
inception in 2000, the organization has expanded into an excellent resource for the
multiple stakeholders involved in a student’s education, including teachers, parents, and
school administrators alike.
According to CASEL (2003), the construct of SEL can be broken down into five
interrelated categories consisting of self-awareness, self-management, social awareness,
relationship skills and responsible decision-making. The focus on these categories has
increased, especially over the last ten years, which is likely a function of the burgeoning
field of educational research that has suggested that students who have developed these
1i

competencies are more likely to have higher levels of problem-solving skills, and in some
cases, higher levels of academic achievement. Research has also shown that these
students are at a lower risk for conduct and emotional problems than students with
problems in these areas (Greenberg et al., 2003).
Historically, the development and reinforcement of social and emotional
competencies within an individual student were frequently viewed as the responsibility of
the student’s immediate family, rather than the responsibility of his or her teacher.
However, in recent years, many schools have moved away from this perspective and
instead have begun targeting the development of specific SEL skills within the classroom
setting. In some cases, this has occurred through the implementation of a specific SEL
curriculum. In other cases, teachers have accomplished the same goal by simply choosing
to infuse their daily routines with explicit attention paid to the modeling and
reinforcement of targeted SEL skills such as turn-taking or self-directed behavior (Zins &
Elias, 2007).
This recent emphasis on making sure that school settings are full of opportunities
for students to practice and improve on behaviors related to SEL can be attributed to a
number of factors. For one, recent legislative action has dramatically increased the extent
to which public schools can now be held accountable for targeting SEL within the school
setting. In fact, many states across the country have already adopted, or are in the process
of adopting, state standards that require school districts to assess students’ SEL needs and
then intervene appropriately. These standards consist of three main goals including
making sure that students develop self-awareness and management skills, focusing on the
development of interpersonal skills, and teaching students how to develop decision2

making skills in their daily interactions with peers and adults (CASEL, 2013). In fact, the
Pennsylvania Department of Education (2012) has recently published aligned standards
for the development of social emotional skills for students in preschool through 12th
grade. These standards consist of two main elements, one to address the issue of
increasing positive school climate, and the second to address the development of
interpersonal skills in individual students. As is evident from these legislative actions,
publicly funded schools are currently, and will continue to become, increasingly
accountable for both teaching and monitoring student progress on goals related to SEL.
A second reason that SEL has become a focus in many schools is based largely on
the fact that many well-designed research studies and meta-analyses of SEL have
established a positive relationship between increased social and emotional competencies
and high levels of academic achievement (Durlack et al., 2011; Wang, Haertel &
Walberg, 1997; Zins, Bloodworth, Weissberg & Walberg, 2004). These findings can be
explained in a number of ways. One relates to specific person-centered variables, such as
the relationship between high levels of individual student SEL competencies and a
student’s positive attitudes towards school and higher levels of confidence in their own
abilities. These positive attitudes have been theorized to lead to higher levels of
engagement in class activities and increased willingness to persevere when school
assignments become difficult (Aronson, 2002). A second way to view the association
between high levels of SEL and increased academic scores is evident in the systems in
place that surround the individual student who is being exposed to explicit SEL
instruction. For example, researchers have theorized that a teacher’s ability to hold high
expectations for their students’ behavior can lead to more positive teacher-student
3

interactions, which in some cases, also leads to higher levels of academic achievement
(Durlack et al., 2011).
Conversely, many of the reasons why students experience educational difficulties
directly relate to underdeveloped social emotional competencies or relational problems
within the school setting. In fact, in a study conducted by the National Center for
Education (2002) students cited a number of reasons for dropping out of school. Of the
eleven most influential reasons, eight were associated with problems related to SEL.
These included negative peer group interactions, poor perceptions of their classroom
climate, and negative teacher-student interactions. As a result, researchers have argued
that interventions designed for students at-risk for dropping out of school should be
focused on explicitly teaching them the social and emotional competencies that will allow
them to respond to and abide by behavioral expectations, learn how to interact
appropriately with others, and regulate their emotions in a socially acceptable manner.
Having these skills has also been theorized to lead to higher levels of engagement in
school-related activities, which has been hypothesized as a factor that may decrease their
likelihood of dropping out of school (Sutherland, Conroy, Abrams & Vo, 2010).
Although the research has consistently shown the benefits of integrating SEL
instruction into school-based lessons, in many instances, schools have been reluctant to
include these additional aspects due to a fear that they are too time consuming and costly.
This is a major and valid concern for schools, given the drastic budget cuts and limited
resources currently available. For this reason, advocates of SEL have proposed evidencebased approaches to teaching SEL that produce maximum benefits across academic,
social and school-wide systems (Durlack et al., 2011) but also take into consideration the
4

variables associated with cost, lack of time, and lack of resources. An example of such an
approach is the indirect service delivery model of Behavioral Consultation (BC; Bergen
& Kratochwill, 1990) provided by a consultant who has extensive knowledge regarding
best practices in SEL instruction and intervention.

Strength-Based Assessment
In many instances, once the decision has been made to include SEL as a
component of educational programming for students, educators are asked to assess a
specific student area of weakness and are then taught strategies for intervening on this
problem area. In a similar way to the deficit-oriented view of mental health, these
practices are typically rooted in a “pathology focused” model, in which student negative
behaviors are viewed as the problem and target for intervention (Nickerson, 2007).
In recent years, however, a refreshing new alternative to this model has been
proposed and has gained an increasing amount of research support and social validity.
This movement is known as Strength-based Assessment (SBA) and is designed to serve
as a primary prevention system to ensure that all students make social, behavioral and
academic gains in their respective school settings. The strength-based approach to
education has been defined by Epstein and Sharma (1998) as:
the measurement of those emotional and behavioral skills,
competencies and characteristics that create a sense of personal
accomplishment; contribute to satisfying relationships with
family members, peers and adults; enhance one’s ability to deal
with adversity and stress; and promote one’s personal, social
and academic development. (p.3)

5

The strength-based perspective to education initially emerged out of research on
Resilience Theory. According to Masten, Best and Garmezy (1991), Resilience Theory
was developed as a means to describe three main types of children:
1) children who attained typical development despite the fact that they were at high
risk for failure,
2) children who put forth sustained effort in the midst of hardship, and
3) children who recovered emotionally after experiencing a traumatic event
Upon careful inspection of the variables evident in these children’s lives, researchers
theorized that certain “protective factors” could serve as mediating variables that
protected them from the harm surrounding them. These protective factors have been
postulated to exist within multiple systems, both within the child, and in the existing
systems in place surrounding the child. For example, protective factors inherent in the
student can be viewed in terms of their individual levels of self-efficacy, self-esteem, use
of adaptive coping strategies and effective communication skills with peers and adults
(Rhee, Furlong, Turner, Harari, 2001). Protective factors have also been attributed to
certain family contexts in which children are raised with high levels of structure and
supportiveness within a context in which positive adult role models are present.
Protective factors can also exist in the community, in which case children may establish
positive relationships with older adults and teachers who serve as a source of support and
comfort to them (Werner, 2005). Regardless of the source of the support, Resiliency
Theory stresses the importance of children being exposed to positive systems of support
that work to encourage the child to seek autonomy, and develop social and emotional
competencies within trusting, open and caring environments.
6

The movement of strength-based assessment incorporates many of these
foundational elements of Resilience Theory and has been put forth recently as a model of
service delivery that may be useful in assisting students with developing SEL skills in a
more positive way. According to Epstein et al. (2003), SBA is rooted in the following
underlying assumptions:
1) All students possess strengths.
2) Focusing on students’ strengths (rather than their deficits) allows for
enhanced performance and motivation.
3) Interventions work best when you view a student’s lack of a given skill as
an opportunity to learn, rather than a deficit in need of remediation.
By relying on a strength-based approach in educational contexts, educators
recognize the importance of providing positive systems of support to a student in the
classroom, rather than focusing solely on the dysfunctional aspects of the student. In
addition, rather than targeting specific students with behavior problems, strength-based
approaches have been designed for use with all students. Rather than delaying
interventions until problem behaviors occur, the method of SBA is designed to identify
both the absence and presence of a number of skills and competencies that can be
targeted over the course of a class-wide or individual behavioral intervention (LeBuffe &
Shapiro, 2004). The strength-based approach has not only gained popularity for use in
school settings, but also with numerous social service providers such as in the work of
mental health counselors, psychologists, early intervention providers, juvenile justice
providers and substance abuse therapists (Green, McAllister & Tarte, 2004).
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There are a number of advantages to using a strength-based approach to target the
development of student SEL competencies in schools. For one, the constant focus on
positive attributes of students has been theorized to lend itself to more positive
interactions and increased collaboration with the parents of the student (Nickerson, 2004;
2007). In many cases, parents are reluctant to attend parent-teacher conferences or
volunteer at a school because many of the previous interactions they have had with the
school have centered on identifying the negative problem behaviors of their child. In
these instances, deficit-focused discussions are often accompanied by guilt on the part of
the student’s parents and in many cases may lead to less effective means of collaboration
between the teacher and parent (LeBuffe & Shapiro, 2004). However, by using a
strength-based framework, teachers can promote a positive atmosphere and work to build
strong relationships with parents, where they come together to have meaningful
discussions about the student in a solution-oriented way.
Another benefit of utilizing SBA in the school setting relates to the
implementation of behavioral interventions. The focus on what a student can do well is
often quite useful to teachers and interventionists in allowing them to decide what areas
to target in a given intervention (LeBuffe, 2011). Too often educators can become
frustrated with a plethora of information regarding a student’s deficits, and therefore do
not have access to enough information regarding the student’s positive attributes that can
contribute to lasting solutions (Rudolph & Epstein, 2000). By using SBA, teachers are
made aware of important information related to the positive social and emotional
competencies of their students and can use this information to develop effective
evidence-based interventions.
8

When used properly, a strength-based framework allows teachers to equip
students with effective replacement behaviors, rather than focusing solely on the
elimination of problem behaviors with no alternatives. These replacement behaviors are
often targeted social skills, which are then naturally reinforced by peers and adults in the
student’s life as they begin to use them consistently (LeBuffe, 2011). The focus on
further developing a student’s strengths rather than focusing on their deficits may also
serve to motivate the student by granting them higher levels of self-efficacy, which then
may lead to higher levels of motivation and engagement in class activities (LeBuffe &
Shapiro, 2004).
Another implication of using a strength-based approach to implement SEL
initiatives within classroom settings is the perceived gains in teacher satisfaction that
have been theorized to develop as a result of a teacher’s exposure to their students’
strengths. Prior to using a strength-based approach, many teachers report difficulty with
knowing how to handle students with problem behaviors. However, after being exposed
to a strength-based approach, during which the student’s strengths are highlighted and
used as a tool to guide a specific intervention, teachers have reported much higher levels
of satisfaction regarding their ability to act in a proactive manner to help their students
(LeBuffe, 2011).
In addition to the aforementioned benefits of SBA, the value of this approach is
also evident in the potential it has within the context of the school-based consultation
relationship between school psychologists and teachers. By introducing teachers to a
strength-based model in the consultation process, the consultant can indirectly target the
relationship that the teacher has with the student. Research has demonstrated that the
9

establishment of a positive teacher-student relationship can serve as a strong protective
factor for students who are at-risk for school failure (Doll et al., 2004). However, to date,
very little research has been conducted to analyze the extent to which a strength-based
approach to behavioral consultation can directly improve the relationship between
teachers and students in a school setting.

Assessing Student Strengths Using the DESSA
A recent assessment tool designed to measure student strengths in social and
emotional functioning is the Devereux Student Strengths Assessment (DESSA; LeBuffe,
Shapiro & Naglieri, 2008). The DESSA is a 72-item, entirely strength-based rating scale,
designed to assess the social and emotional competencies in children in grades K-8. Once
scored, the full DESSA provides eight scales of social and emotional competence
including: optimistic thinking, relationship skills, self-awareness, personal responsibility,
self-management, goal directed behavior, social awareness, and decision-making.
Research conducted with the DESSA has suggested that this instrument can be
used as a highly effective tool in promoting positive discussions about students’ SEL in
the classroom setting (LeBuffe, 2011). Research using the DESSA has also found a
positive correlation between high ratings of student social and emotional competencies
and high levels of academic achievement (Devereux, 2010). When using the DESSA, the
publishers have reported that they have received vast amounts of positive teacher
feedback stating that the assessment tool was beneficial to them in focusing on
identifying positive student attributes. However, no formal research has yet been
conducted to investigate the extent to which the DESSA can be used within the context of
10

a strength-based behavioral consultation model in order to enhance student and teacher
outcomes.
Thus far, users of the DESSA have reported many positive anecdotal comments
related to their perceptions of the value of using the strength-based approach to assist
struggling students in their classroom. One user reported: “Having the information
provided by the strength-based assessment to guide my instruction was extremely
valuable.” Another stated: “I was able to see how my students fit in relation to other
students of their own age and understand what was typical or atypical for students at this
grade level. It was interesting for me to compare all the grade levels and notice the social
skills characteristics that were common and it made me really look at how I could
improve my delivery to help these students be more successful (LeBuffe, 2011).”
Of particular importance are the implications of using the DESSA as a means to
change teacher interactions with their students. There are currently thousands of
overworked teachers who have become overwhelmed with the increasing number of
demands placed upon them to produce not only positive outcomes related to their
students’ academic performance, but also to their students’ social and emotional skills as
well. When targeting these areas from a problem-focused approach, teachers can easily
become overwhelmed and, in some instances, may unknowingly begin to engage in a
pattern of negative interactions with students. However, using a strength-based approach
to assessment and intervention with teachers within this context has been shown to
represent a new and refreshing way to view student skills and identify target areas where
instruction is necessary (LeBuffe, 2011; Nickerson, 2007). This strength-based approach
has also demonstrated promise in further promoting a positive classroom climate. In fact,
11

research has shown that promoting a positive classroom climate is an extremely
important component of effective academic instruction, during which teachers can assist
students with developing the academic, social and emotional competencies they need to
succeed in their educational career (Doll et al., 2004).
The use of the DESSA system of assessment and intervention has the potential to
serve as an extremely valuable tool for school psychologists to use in a behavioral
consultation relationship with teachers. However, as with any recently published tool, in
order for it to be considered useful on a large scale, it is necessary first to conduct
research regarding its validity and potential benefits. Additionally, while the traditional
behavioral model of consultation has an abundance of empirical support, there remain
many questions related to how the growing strength-based movement can impact the
service delivery of consultation in school-based settings. For example, often the main
goal in behavioral consultation is to identify a maladaptive problem behavior of a
particular student and then use intervention techniques to change this specific behavior.
While the approach may be effective in a strictly behavioral sense, it nonetheless is
rooted in the traditional pathology-focused model of mental health, in which student
strengths are not considered an integral element of the intervention.

Implications for Research within a Strength-Based Framework
In order to extend the existing literature base regarding strength-based assessment
and its role in the school setting, research is needed to closely analyze the extent to which
interventions developed within a strength-based model of behavioral consultation may
possess additional benefits when compared to the traditional behavioral model. Of
12

particular importance are the possible improvements in student behavior that may
accompany interventions developed using such a model, along with the possible
increased positive effects that a strength-based model of behavioral consultation may
have on teachers’ interactions with students. Moreover, given the recent emphasis on
obtaining measures of social validity regarding the assessment and intervention tools
used in school settings, it remains to be seen if interventions developed within a strengthbased model of behavioral consultation would receive positive ratings from teachers with
respect to acceptability, effectiveness and feasibility.

Purpose of the Current Study
The current research study was designed to evaluate the effects of a proposed
strength-based model of behavioral consultation developed using the DESSA (LeBuffe et
al., 2008) system of assessment and intervention on student and teacher behavior. More
specifically, this study sought to examine whether the implementation of a strength-based
model of behavioral consultation, in which an entirely strength-based assessment, the
DESSA (LeBuffe et al., 2008), was used to guide an intervention, would lead to
improvements in student on-task behaviors and/or teachers’ positive interactions with
their students.
In order to gain qualitative data on the usefulness of the SBA approach in relation
to the more traditional model of behavioral consultation, the strength-based approach was
compared to interventions developed using a traditional behavioral consultation model.
Within this model, a more traditional behavior rating scale, the Behavior Assessment
Scale for Children, Second Edition (BASC-2 TRS; Reynolds & Kamphaus, 2004), was
13

used to guide the development of behavioral interventions. The dependent variables used
in both models consisted of the same two main behavioral measures. The first consisted
of direct observations of student on-task behavior, as determined by fifteen-minute
momentary time sampling procedures. The second consisted of ten-minute direct
observations of teacher behavior, in which data were collected on the average rate of total
praise statements, behavior specific praise and reprimands made by teachers during a
specified ten minute interval. In addition to the behavioral measures, a rating scale was
administered to all teachers at the conclusion of each intervention and was used as a
measure of social validity in order to assess the extent to which each teacher perceived
the behavioral interventions selected as part of each model of consultation to be
acceptable, effective, and feasible.

Research Questions
The following research questions were developed to investigate the objectives of
the present study:
1) What are the effects of a behavioral intervention developed in accordance with a
traditional behavioral consultation (BC) model on student on-task behavior?
2) What are the effects of a behavioral intervention developed in accordance with a
strength-based model of behavioral consultation (SBC) on student on-task
behavior?
3) Is there a difference in teacher average rates of total praise, behavior specific
praise or reprimands between the interventions developed in the strength-based
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consultation (SBC) model and the traditional behavioral consultation (BC)
model?
4) Is there a difference between teacher reports of intervention acceptability,
effectiveness and feasibility between the behavioral interventions developed in
the SBC model versus those developed using the BC model?

15

CHAPTER 2

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Recent estimates suggest that as many as 20% of all students in school are in need
of professional support in order to improve their social-emotional and/or behavioral
functioning (Greenberg et al., 2003). Sadly, only a small fraction of these students
actually receive appropriate services within this school setting. As a result, students with
certain social and emotional needs who fail to receive treatment often face an uncertain
future, which in some cases, may include being placed at a much higher risk of engaging
in maladaptive behaviors such as cutting school, getting involved in illegal drug use and
engaging in inappropriate and disrespectful behavior towards adults, particularly in their
teenage years. Estimates suggest that approximately 30% of teenagers between the ages
of 14 and 17 engage in these high-risk behaviors that then place them at an increased risk
for a whole host of significant negative long-term outcomes, such as being at-risk for
high school dropout, engaging in risky sexual habits and demonstrating or being involved
in violent behavior (Greenberg et al., 2003). Intervening with these students at an early
age, prior to the establishment of persistent patterns of negative behavior, which can be
resistant to change, is absolutely essential in increasing the likelihood that these students
experience long-term success. In an effort to combat these issues, various preventative
initiatives have been designed to explicitly teach children certain social and emotional
competencies from an early age. These programs have frequently been shown to decrease
the likelihood that students will experience poor social, emotional, behavioral and/or
16

negative academic outcomes in their later years (Buchanan, Gueldner, Tran & Merrell,
2009) and represent an encouraging step in the right direction towards more significant
educational reform in SEL practices in school settings.
Greenberg et al. (2003) presents convincing arguments in support of the notion
that schools across the United States should not only be held accountable for producing
positive academic outcomes for students, but also should serve to ensure that the school
systems in which students spend the majority of their day, are filled with opportunities
and experiences which work together to increase students’ decision-making skills,
promote their character, and give them confidence in their abilities to impact the world in
a positive manner. This includes not only learning how to be respectful of their peers,
teachers and parents, but also developing the skills to be responsible and hardworking
citizens.

Barriers to SEL Initiatives
In a review of a number of significant decisions regarding school-based SEL
initiatives made by school districts, Greenberg et al. (2003) notes the increasing obstacles
facing many different districts in recent years. Many of these obstacles have been
described as posing direct barriers to the implementation of SEL initiatives proposed to
improve students’ social and emotional competencies. The most frequently cited issues
revolve around the diminishing resources that have occurred as a result of federal, state
and district-wide budget cuts. Additionally, teachers have become increasingly
accountable for demonstrating improvements in academic learning, in order to remain in
compliance with the federal No Child Left Behind Act (No Child Left Behind [NCLB],
17

2002). In the face of this type of federal mandate, certain school systems have increased
the amount of time and effort devoted to academic instruction, while classifying SEL
initiatives and character development programs as a lower priority (Greenberg et al.,
2003). However, many researchers have taken direct issue with the decision, as the
research consistently shows that the implementation of SEL initiatives is often associated
with a variety of other positive student outcomes, including improved academics,
increased levels of engagement in school activities, and increased positive relationships
between students and their teachers (Buchanan, Gueldner, Tran & Merrell, 2009). Other
correlational and longitudinal studies have also confirmed these findings (DiPerna &
Elliot, 1999; Feschbach & Feschbach, 1987; Wentzel, 1993). While the research clearly
exists to support this notion, in many cases, schools have been reluctant to implement
these types of approaches to SEL instruction through large-scale initiatives. Additionally,
educators often have a difficult time providing prescriptive types of programs to students
who have developed significant SEL needs, after not having received any type of
emotional, social or behavioral support to address their individual needs for many years.
Sadly, in many of these cases, the behaviors displayed by these students become so
severe that they can be very resistant to change, even when targeted by certain SEL
initiatives implemented to remediate these areas of weakness.

Preventative Models of SEL Assessment and Intervention
In comparison to the more reactive approach of intervening with a student once a
problem in SEL is identified, in recent years, there has been a significant push towards
implementing reform efforts that focus on prevention related to SEL assessment and
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intervention. Proponents of these initiatives argue that developments in SEL learning can
only occur when students are exposed to appropriate environmental learning conditions
in which clear expectations for a student’s behavior, along with positive reinforcement
for demonstrations of this appropriate behavior, occur consistently from a very early age.
One preventative model that has gained considerable amounts of recognition since
the rise in popularity of SEL initiatives in school settings is known as the Positive
Behavior Support (PBS) movement. According to Carr et al. (2002) this approach
emerged predominantly out of the following three sources:
1) the study of human behavior and functional relationships through the field of
Applied Behavior Analysis, as described in Cooper, Heron and Heward (2007)
2) the investigation into the importance of focusing on person-centered variables in
intervention assessment and treatment planning
3) the recent increased focus on the normalization principle and more inclusive
models of school programming
The PBS framework represents a comprehensive and data-driven method of
altering specific environmental conditions in a given setting, in order to increase the
likelihood of students engaging in specific adaptive social and emotional behaviors
(Carter & Van Norman, 2010). According to the Association for Positive Behavior
Support (APBS; 2011) the PBS movement has recently set itself apart as a distinct
framework with specific goals and objectives. Carr et al. (2002) defined critical elements
of PBS as consisting of: comprehensive lifestyle change, lifespan perspective, ecological
validity, stakeholder participation, social validity, systems change, multi-component
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intervention, emphasis on prevention, flexibility with regard to scientific practices and
incorporating multiple theoretical perspectives.
When implementing PBS, educators are taught to begin with the assumption that
children have not yet been exposed to expected standards of behavior and thus all
students are explicitly taught pre-determined, appropriate behavioral expectations in a
systematic way. Educators then positively reinforce demonstrations of these appropriate
behaviors in order to increase the likelihood of these students continuing to display these
pro-social behaviors. According to Fox et al. (2003), when implemented at a classroom
level, PBS includes a “careful planning of the physical environment, schedule and
materials, teaching students about routines and expectations, and acknowledging children
for engaging in appropriate behavior (p. 280).”
Research investigating a PBS approach to SEL instruction has found it to be a
useful tool, not only in traditional elementary school settings, but also in preschools,
middle schools and high school environments. Additionally, the use of consultation
provided by knowledgeable service providers (i.e. school psychologists), intended to
promote teachers’ use of PBS practices, has become a topic of extensive research in
recent years, particularly within the field of school psychology. Elements of PBS under
investigation by various researchers have included questions regarding the extent to
which PBS consultation practices are effective in improving students’ academic
engagement, the extent to which teachers’ perceptions of student behavior may be
influenced by a PBS model, and the attitudes and opinions of teachers regarding the
utility of a PBS approach to student assessment and intervention. In one recent study,
Carter and Van Norman (2010) employed a multiple baseline design in order to evaluate
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the effects of teacher consultation on four teachers’ use of specific PBS practices within
their classrooms. Variables of interest included student academic engagement, teachers’
perceptions of their students’ behavior, teachers’ levels of procedural fidelity and
teachers’ reporting of social validity of the methods used. The data obtained during this
study indicated that consultation in PBS approaches led to immediate increases in
teachers’ implementation of PBS practices, as well as increases in students’ levels of
academic engagement. This research is encouraging, as it suggests that a more positive
approach to improving student behavior, in which students are routinely praised for
demonstrations of appropriate behavior, can be an effective method in which to improve
the SEL outcomes for students in school settings.

Promoting SEL Initiatives through Behavioral Consultation
In some cases, advocates of SEL instruction have opted to implement SEL
initiatives on a case-by-case basis through behavioral consultation by school
psychologists in individual classrooms. For example, Reinke, Lewis-Palmer and Merrell
(2008) evaluated the effects of a class-wide intervention by evaluating both student and
teacher outcomes. The researchers were interested in determining whether the
implementation of the intervention, along with visual performance feedback data to
teachers, would increase teachers’ use of effective behavior management strategies, such
as the appropriate use of behavior specific praise. The results illustrated that teachers did
increase their levels of behavior specific praise towards students after the intervention,
and as a result, overall levels of class-wide negative behavior were reduced. While this
study represents an excellent step towards evaluating the effects of teacher behaviors on
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student outcomes, there remains a need for additional research investigating whether
equipping teachers with this knowledge actually influences their behavior with their
students across different classroom contexts. There also exists a need for research
investigating the strengths and limitations of using a strength-based approach to
behavioral consultation when developing interventions as compared to other more
traditional models.

Consideration of Environmental Conditions
Regardless of the specific method or model chosen to target SEL skills in a school
setting, prior to the implementing such a program, it is necessary for educators to explore
what specific factors of the program or model lead to the best outcomes for students and
teachers. For example, research has shown that it is extremely important to examine the
current school systems in place from an ecological perspective in order to understand the
multiple forces at work that may be influencing the goals and outcomes of a specific SEL
program or behavioral intervention. The ecological model proposed by Bronfenbrenner
(1994) is a useful tool in understanding how a variety of both internal and external
variables may be impacting the effectiveness of a given intervention on multiple
stakeholders involved as part of the program including students, teachers, administrators
and parents. Bronfenbrenner argued that factors that must be taken into account include
influences resulting from biological variables, certain functional or dysfunctional family
dynamics, and characteristics of a community, such as SES levels or violence, and the
climate of the particular school. Of particular importance to the current study, is
Bronfenbrenner’s assertion that specific conditions that occur within the classroom
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setting have the potential to create a lasting impact on the development of certain social
and emotional competencies of children.
Along this same vein, recent research has shown that certain integral instructional
practices present in the classroom setting can set the stage for positive SEL learning to
occur. These practices include teachers establishing positive classroom climates through
clear expectations and immediate reinforcement of appropriate behavior, through teacher
modeling of responsible and positive behavior, through the encouragement of supportive
student relationships, and through the explicit teaching (through direct instruction,
modeling and role play) of effective decision-making skills for students to use when
challenging interpersonal issues arise (Doll et al., 2004). When considered collectively,
these instructional practices have been shown to be instrumental in promoting positive
social and emotional outcomes for students, particularly those at risk for behavioral
problems (Sutherland et al., 2010).

Teacher Praise
An additional universally recommended method of decreasing student disruptive
behavior and increasing the development of social and emotional competencies is
through the consistent use of teacher praise that is both specific and credible (Lee &
Axelrod, 2005; Stichter et al., 2009). While it is recognized that praise cannot
exclusively replace more traditional behavioral corrections such as reprimands, there
have been specific recommendations created to describe certain “ratios” of praise-tobehavior statements that have been deemed effective in maintaining a positive classroom
climate through positive student outcomes, while reducing student off-task behaviors. In
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many cases, it is recommended that when teachers are forced to use reprimands to correct
a student’s behavior, a specific praise statement should automatically follow, once the
student has demonstrated the appropriate behavior. In general, best practice dictates that a
praise-to-behavior correction ratio of between 3:1 or 4:1 is most effective in promoting
positive student behavior (Good & Grouws, 1977). Additionally, in order for the praise to
be most effective, it should be specific to the behavior observed and should be delivered
contingent upon the observation of the expected positive behavior. For example, “Johnny,
I love the way you held the door open for Julie. That was very kind behavior.” Advocates
of this approach argue that by providing predictable positive statements following a
student demonstrating a positive skill, rather than consistently reprimanding them for
their disruptive behavior, teachers can effectively reinforce, and thus increase, student
demonstrations of appropriate positive behavior. Advocates of this approach also
highlight the research that has demonstrated that teachers who employ higher rates of
reprimands and other more punitive behavior management strategies tend to have
classrooms with higher rates of student off-task behavior (Stichter et al., 2009).

Transactional Theory of Behavior
According to Sutherland et al. (2010) students with behavior problems frequently
develop a cycle of negative relationships with their teachers from a very early age. These
initial poor quality relationships then have the ability to persist across multiple years of
schooling. Unfortunately, the result of this pattern of interaction has the potential to result
in the student demonstrating low levels of motivation and high levels of disengagement
from school activities, placing them at increased risk for dropping out. In many cases,
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this establishment of negative interactions between teachers and students is a direct
function of a pattern of negative verbal, nonverbal or relational interactions that occur
throughout the school day and across the school year. Moreover, in some cases, students
with behavior problems develop a negative reputation, during which the pattern of
negative interactions with various teachers or administrators may persist across multiple
years of schooling (LeBuffe, 2011). While certain teacher-student interactions can
provide a basis for learning and academic enrichment to occur, if the interactions are
constantly characterized as negative, they can also pave the way for specific poor
relational outcomes (Sutherland et al., 2010). Interestingly, recent research has also
shown that teachers who made a concerted effort to positively influence the teacherstudent relationship by increasing their positive interactions with their students, have
been shown to foster not only more positive relationships with these students, but also
positive behavior change in student levels of on-task behavior (Reinke et al., 2008).
Much of this research has been based on the Transactional Theory of Behavior,
which views the process of child development as based on “an ongoing series of
reciprocal relationships with a child’s environment exerting influence on behavior and
the child’s behavior in turn, influencing the environment” (Sameroff, 1995, p. 665). This
theory is useful in describing how teachers who have students with behavior problems in
their class may, unknowingly, be interacting with them in a less positive manner which
may be manifested through giving them less frequent verbal praise or less opportunities
to respond to class instruction. While these interactions may not be intentional, they
nonetheless have the ability to impact the student in a negative way (Sutherland &
Oswald, 2005).
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Traditional Approach to SEL Assessment and Intervention
Over the last two decades there have been many attempts at developing effective
social and emotional interventions for students with behavior problems. While many of
these programs have been shown to be effective in producing behavior change under
certain conditions, they nonetheless are frequently developed in accordance with a
deficit-focused model of child behavior, where the child is viewed as having a negative
behavior that is targeted and labeled as maladaptive. This negative label can be
stigmatizing for the student and has the ability to lead to decreased positive interactions
between a teacher and the student.
This is precisely where a strength-based approach to school-based consultation
has the opportunity to make a lasting impact. By providing teachers with a tool to assess
the social and emotional competencies of their students in a positive light, teachers are
made aware of the diverse strengths and needs of the students in their classrooms.
Knowledge gained from this assessment can be useful in increasing the amount of
positive interactions that occur between them in the classroom setting (Sutherland et al.,
2010). Without an assessment of a student’s specific strengths, it may be difficult to
provide consistent praise and reinforcement to students, particularly if they often engage
in problematic behaviors. For this reason, using a norm-referenced strength-based tool
such as the DESSA (LeBuffe et al., 2008) rating scale, in conjunction with providing
teachers information on effective behavioral classroom intervention strategies, may lead
to increases in the likelihood of positive interactions occurring between the student and
teacher.
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Behavioral Consultation Model
The Behavioral Consultation model (BC; Bergen & Kratochwill, 1990) initially
emerged in the 1970s as an attempt to apply problem-solving processes to school-based
settings through behavioral principles. This model was formally discussed by Bergen
(1977) and later by Bergen and Kratochwill (1990) and has been conceptualized as
consisting of four main systematic stages commonly referred to as: problem
identification, problem analysis, plan implementation and plan evaluation. Each of these
stages consists of specific goals and objectives to be completed by the consultant and
consultee. Structured interviews have also been formulated to guide the intervention
process during the problem identification, problem analysis and plan evaluation stages.
According to Rhoades and Kratochwill (1998), the goals of the problem
identification phase are to target the student’s problem and identify the discrepancy
between the consultee’s expectations and the student’s current behavior. During this time,
the consultee and consultant work to define the student’s problem behavior in objective
and measurable terms and utilize methods to estimate the frequency, duration or intensity
of the behavior in order to establish a baseline condition. Ecological variables such as
environmental conditions consisting of the student’s family and/or cultural background
are also carefully considered and may be used to explain the existence of the problem.
In the problem analysis phase, the consultee and consultant meet to review the
baseline data and decide on the source of the behavioral problem. An intervention plan
with measurable goals and specific timelines is established through an analysis of the
data using problem-solving techniques.
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During the plan implementation phase, the consultant and consultee implement
the agreed upon intervention and the consultant monitors the intervention through the
collection of treatment fidelity measures. Revisions are made to the intervention as
necessary throughout the implementation period. During the final phase of consultation,
known as the treatment evaluation phase, the consultant and consultee meet again to
discuss whether the intervention was effective in changing the student’s behavior. During
this time, social validity is evaluated, which often consists of ratings of treatment
acceptability, treatment usefulness and teachers’ perceptions of treatment effectiveness.
Traditionally, BC has been conceptualized as an indirect and preventative service
delivery model that is best implemented in a nonhierarchical and cooperative manner.
The consultant offers support and guidance to the consultee, but ultimately the consultee
is free to accept or reject the intervention suggestions (Erchul & Martens, 2002). There
are currently a plethora of studies documenting the treatment effects and social validity of
various behavioral consultation models. In fact, Sheridan, Welch, and Orme (1996) found
that variations of the behavioral consultation model were the most popular methods of
consultation documented in studies published between 1985 and 1995. Accordingly,
since its inception, specific variations of the model have been proposed, such as Direct
Behavioral Consultation (DBC; Watson & Robinson, 1996) and Conjoint Behavioral
Consultation (CBC; Sheridan & Kratochwill, 1992; Sheridan, Kratochwill & Bergen,
1996). Each of these models contains slightly different procedures; however, they share
many of the same assumptions regarding the importance of maintaining problem-solving
processes in the implementation of behavioral interventions developed within behavioral
consultation models.
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The use of CBC (Sheridan et al., 1996) in school settings is particularly
promising, as it represents an approach that seeks to include many of the important
stakeholders in a student’s life in the intervention process, which often includes gathering
information from parents, caregivers, teachers and students. This model has gained
popularity in recent years, given the fact that increasing amounts of research has
consistently found a positive association between high rates of parental involvement in
school settings and high rates of student academic achievement, self-concept, attitudes
towards school and pro-social behaviors (Christenson et al., 1992). CBC, like BC, has
been conceptualized as an indirect service delivery model. However, the main difference
lies in the fact that, in a CBC model, an active effort is made to involve both parents and
teachers in the collaborative decision-making process in order to “address the academic,
social, or behavioral needs of an individual, for whom all parties bear some
responsibility” (Sheridan & Kratochwill, 1992, p. 122). Advocates of CBC indicate that
the benefits of using such a model include increasing the probability of skill development
of the teacher, increasing the knowledge of both the parents and teacher, and increasing
rates of desired student on-task behaviors (Weiner, Sheridan & Jenson, 1998).
While there are numerous benefits to implementing a CBC model, in reality, the
involvement of parents in the consultation process can be difficult, due to a number of
variables including conflicting schedules, differences in opinions regarding the presence
and/or severity of the student’s behavioral issues, and possible negative parental
perceptions of the student’s school environment and/or teacher.
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Single Subject Designs in Behavioral Consultation Research
Single subject research designs have gained popularity for use in evaluating
outcomes of individual behavioral interventions implemented within school settings
(Gast, 2010). This has occurred mostly due to the shift towards data-driven methods of
problem solving in school settings, along with the increased emphasis on documenting
individual student outcomes in order to maintain accountability data on individual
students. When employing single subject designs within these settings, the individual
units of study (i.e. the teacher/ or student) serve as their own control, with systematic data
collection procedures in place to evaluate changes in specific dependent variables as a
result of the introduction of a specific independent variable, such as a behavioral
intervention (Cooper et al., 2007). The ultimate purpose is to determine if a functional
relationship exists between the introduction of a given independent variable and a
dependent variable (i.e. teacher or student behavior).
According to Cooper et al. (2007), in order for single subject designs to be
considered useful, they need to possess three critical elements: prediction, verification
and replication. Prediction refers to the notion that a given behavior will follow the same
trend without the existence of an intervention. Verification is shown when the
intervention produces changes in the dependent variable and demonstrates the functional
relationship between the independent and dependent variables. Replication can serve to
confirm the existence of a functional relationship between these variables through
repeated introduction of the independent variable on the dependent variable and
documenting consistent behavior changes as a result. Supporters of single subject designs
argue that there are many benefits to using such designs to measure teacher and student
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outcomes (Kratochwill et al., 2011). For one, proponents argue that the design allows for
a detailed analysis of the individual student’s responses to an intervention, and allows for
flexibility in its design if the student does not respond accordingly. This is often
highlighted as a significant strength when compared to more traditional group designs, in
which the effectiveness of a given intervention is assessed through aggregate estimates of
behavioral data. In comparison, single subject designs have been defended as maintaining
a high level of scientific rigor through the direct manipulation of independent variables
and an examination of the functional relationship that may exist between the independent
variables and outcome measures. In addition, supporters of single subject research
designs often claim that they not only examine intervention effectiveness, but that they
are also ideally suited to examine the social validity of the measures used in order to
determine if clinically significant results are found (Gast, 2010).
Single subject research designs have increased in popularity in recent years and
are now frequently used to document intervention effects across various settings, which
are minimally known to include certain hospitals, schools, daycares and behavioral
clinics. In fact, Steege, Brown-Chidsey and Mace (2002) argue that single subject
research designs are one of the best methods to assess intervention effectiveness,
particularly within school settings. Accordingly, single subject research designs have
been validated for use through the What Works Clearinghouse (Kratochwill et al., 2010),
with specific guidelines outlining the appropriate use of these designs in intervention
research.
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A Strength-Based Model of Behavioral Consultation
While the behavioral model of consultation has an abundance of empirical
support, there remain many questions related to how the growing strength-based
movement can impact the service delivery of consultation in school-based settings. For
example, often the main goal in a traditional model of behavioral consultation is defined
as identifying a maladaptive problem behavior of a student and using intervention
techniques to change this student’s behavior. While the approach may be effective in a
strictly behavioral sense, it nonetheless is rooted in the traditional pathology-focused
model in which student strengths are not considered a focal point of developing the
intervention. As consultants, school psychologists are well trained to serve as useful and
knowledgeable service providers to teachers who are frustrated with the ineffective, and
frequently punitive, behavior management techniques they are currently used to combat
students’ negative behaviors. Additionally, when surveyed by Buchanan et al. (2009),
60% of respondents indicated that they would be willing to participate in consultation
with a behavioral consultant and 66% stated that they would be open to receiving
feedback on their current SEL instructional practices in the classroom. This finding
suggests that many teachers would be receptive to individual behavioral consultation
targeted at improving their ability to develop behavioral interventions designed to address
the social and emotional competencies of the students they serve.
The DESSA (LeBuffe et al., 2008) system of assessment and intervention
represents a promising tool to use within this type of consultation relationship with
teachers. In fact, when using this assessment tool, the authors have reported that they
have received vast amounts of positive teacher feedback stating that information obtained
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from the rating scale was beneficial to them in identifying positive student attributes,
which then allowed them to develop effective behavioral interventions aimed at
enhancing specific student social and emotional competencies (LeBuffe, 2010). While
there appears to be anecdotal evidence that such an approach is effective in assisting
teachers with identifying positive attributes of their students, to date, there has been little
research regarding the specific ways in which increasing the positive focus of prevention
and intervention planning inherent in a strength-based approach to consultation may lead
educators to interact more positively with their students. The effect of these methods on
resultant student behavior also remains an area of further investigation. Research is
clearly needed to determine whether a strength-based approach to developing behavioral
interventions, specifically utilizing the DESSA (LeBuffe et al., 2008) rating system, will
lead to such improvements. Moreover, teacher perceptions of the social validity of
particular interventions developed in accordance with a clearly defined strength-based
behavioral consultation model is a necessary element in determining the extent to which
this approach may be acceptable, useful and feasible to implement.
The goal of the present study was to extend the current research in the area of
strength-based assessment and intervention by analyzing the effects of behavioral
interventions developed using two models of behavioral consultation, namely a
traditional model and a proposed strength-based model. The impact of the behavioral
interventions on student behaviors were assessed in an effort to begin to examine the gaps
in the literature as they relate to determining the effectiveness of such interventions for
use with students with social, emotional and/or behavioral issues. Specifically, the effects
of the interventions on student and teacher behavior, developed within each model of
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behavioral consultation, were closely examined in order to determine the utility of using a
strength-based model of behavioral consultation in school settings in order to target the
development of students’ social and emotional competencies through an indirect and nonhierarchical service delivery model. Additionally, teachers’ rates of general praise,
behavior specific praise and use of reprimands were compared across subjects,
interventions, and consultation models. Finally, estimates of social validity related to
teachers’ perceptions of the effectiveness, acceptability and usefulness of each
intervention, developed using either the BC or SBC consultation models, were collected
and analyzed to further assess and compare the relative utility of these two models of
consultation.
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CHAPTER 3

METHODOLOGY
Participants and Setting
Participants included six female teachers and twelve students. All participants
were recruited from three elementary schools in two school districts located within the
suburban regions surrounding the city of Philadelphia. Two of the schools had similar
enrollment of approximately 500 students, in grades K-5. The third school was somewhat
smaller, consisting of approximately 350 students in grades 3-8. The percentage of
students eligible for free or reduced priced lunches across the schools ranged from 22%
to 55%. Demographics data for both teacher and student participants are presented in
Table 1.
Before beginning the study, permission to conduct the research was obtained from
the Institutional Review Board at Temple University. Following this approval, the
primary investigator of the study contacted the administrators at each district in order to
recruit individual teachers. During these meetings, the researcher discussed the rationale
behind the methodology of the study, the procedures involved, and the requested level of
participation from teachers. The administrators then provided the researcher with the
contact information of three separate elementary school principals who had expressed
interest in identifying teachers to participate. A personal meeting was arranged to discuss
the study procedures in greater detail with these teachers. Details related to an incentive
system consisting of a one-time raffle for a $40 Target gift card, for teachers who
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completed each phase of the study, was also described during these meetings in order to
serve as an incentive for recruitment procedures.

Table 1. Teacher and Student Demographics
Teacher

Student

Gender

Age
Range

Years
Teaching

Ethnicity

Teacher 1
John
Tara

Female

18-30

6

Caucasian

Teacher 2
Kevin
Joe

Female

Teacher 3
Mark
Andrew

Female

Teacher 4
Chris
Greg

Female

Teacher 5
Nate
Billy

Female

Teacher 6
Daniel

Female

31-45

31-45

31-45

18-30

18-30

11

5

12

2

5

Grade

Gender

Ethnicity

K
K

Male
Female

Caucasian
Caucasian

5th
5th

Male
Male

Hispanic
African
American

4th
4th

Male
Male

Caucasian
Caucasian

5th
5th

Male
Male

Hispanic
African
American

5th
5th

Male
Male

Caucasian
Caucasian

5th

Male

5th

Female

African
American
African
American

Caucasian

Caucasian

Caucasian

Caucasian

Caucasian

Amy

Once recruited for the study, each teacher met individually with the researcher in
order to discuss the study procedures and complete the teacher consent form. During this
meeting, teachers were asked to identify two target students within their classes that were
demonstrating problematic and observable behavioral problems such as being overly
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hyperactive, impulsive, or failing to pay attention in class. Once students were identified,
each teacher sent home a parent consent form in order to obtain parental consent for
participation in the study. Both teachers and parents were informed of all study
procedures, and deception was not used.
The total time of participation for teachers was approximately four months,
ranging from March to June of 2012. For confidentiality purposes, all identifying
information related to each participating teacher has been removed from the data.
Additionally, individual student identities have been protected through the use of
pseudonyms.

Design
A total of four single subject, multiple baseline across participants designs were
employed in order to analyze the effects of the behavioral interventions developed within
the BC or SBC consultation models on student on-task behavior. Each design consisted
of an across participants design, with three target students’ percentage of on-task
behaviors representing the dependent variable of interest.
In order to assess teacher behavior in each intervention developed using both
types of consultation models, frequency counts of teacher general praise, behavior
specific praise and reprimands were collected during ten minute observational periods.
Teachers’ perceptions of the social validity of the interventions, as defined as
their perceptions of the acceptability, effectiveness, and feasibility of each behavioral
intervention implemented within both models of consultation, were obtained at the
conclusion of each consultation condition.
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Procedures
Upon entering the study, the order that the teachers were exposed to each
consultation model was counterbalanced by teachers being randomly assigned to one of
two possible conditions. In the first condition, teachers received the traditional behavioral
consultation model (BC) first to develop an intervention with a certain target student,
followed by the strength-based consultation model (SBC) to implement a different
behavioral intervention with a second target student. In the second condition, the SBC
model to developing interventions was conducted first and was followed by the
traditional BC model with a different student.
The dependent measures for the interventions developed using both consultation
models remained the same across both BC and SBC conditions, and consisted of direct
observations of student on-task behavior, direct observation of teacher’s general praise,
behavior specific praise and reprimand statements towards all students in the class, along
with estimates of social validity obtained at the end of each intervention through the
administration of the Behavior Intervention Rating Scale (Elliott & Treuting, 1991).
Both models of consultation followed the four-stage problem-solving process of
traditional behavioral consultation (Bergen & Kratochwill, 1990), which included the
following stages: problem identification, problem analysis, treatment implementation and
treatment evaluation. In order to protect against variations in service delivery related to
the consultation process, all consultation sessions were conducted by the researcher. Five
graduate research assistants, all well trained in data collection procedures, accompanied
the researcher on approximately 21% of student behavior observations and 28% of
teacher behavior observations to conduct inter-observer agreement checks (IOA) through
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simultaneous coding of student and teacher behavior. They also attended approximately
15% of all consultation process interview sessions (i.e. Problem Identification Interview,
Problem Analysis Interview, and Plan Evaluation Interview) in order to document
procedural fidelity to the consultation model procedures. Individual supervision on
specific recommendations made to teachers occurred as needed with the researcher’s
dissertation advisor throughout the course of the study.
The major differences between the procedures involved in the interventions
developed using the two consultation models were two-fold. First, each condition relied
on the use of different rating scales to identify target behaviors or social and emotional
competencies for student interventions. Specifically, the BASC-2 (Reynolds &
Kamphaus, 2004) was used to develop interventions in the BC condition, whereas the
DESSA (LeBuffe et al., 2008) was used to develop interventions in the SBC condition.
These two rating scales provided the researcher with qualitatively different information
that was used to guide the development of each individual intervention selected for each
target student. Secondly, in the SBC condition, the researcher provided the teacher with
supplemental information regarding the theoretical underpinnings of the strength-based
model of student behavior, in accordance with the principles outlined by Epstein et al.
(2003). The following main points regarding SBC were used as the basis for a discussion
of the individual target student during this time. It was first described that all students
possess strengths, regardless of the severity of their presenting problems in behavioral
functioning. Second, it was explained that focusing on student strengths rather than their
deficits has been shown to allow for enhanced levels of performance and motivation.
Lastly, it was explained that behavioral interventions are most effective when a student’s
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lack of a specific skill is not viewed as a deficit, but rather as an opportunity for growth
and development. These three guiding principles were explained to the teachers in the
SBC condition, and were referred to frequently throughout all phases of the consultation
process. Although the highlighting of students’ strengths was unique to the SBC model of
consultation, the consultation process was consistent across both conditions for all six
teachers, and followed the format described below.

Problem Identification Interview
After obtaining consent from each teacher and the parents of each target student,
the researcher, hereinafter referred to as the consultant in this context, met with each
teacher individually in order to complete the Problem Identification Interview (PII). The
objectives of this interview included the following elements as discussed by Wickstrom,
LaFleur and Witt (1998): a discussion of the purpose of consultation, selection and
operational definition of one target behavior, consideration of the possible functions of
the current problem behavior, a determination of how the collection of baseline data will
occur and the date at which baseline data collection will begin. In addition to these goals,
the consultant asked each teacher to complete a norm-referenced behavior rating scale in
order to allow for more thorough evaluation of each target student. In the BC condition,
the teacher was asked to complete the BASC-2 Teacher Rating Form (Reynolds &
Kamphaus, 2004). In the SBC condition, the teacher was asked to complete the DESSA
Teacher Rating Form (LeBuffe et al., 2008). At the conclusion of the meeting, the
consultant and teacher agreed upon a mutually convenient time to begin the initial data
collection procedures.
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Problem Analysis Interview
After achieving a stable baseline in data collection (classroom observations of ontask behavior, teacher praise and reprimand statements to the student, and the BASC-2 or
DESSA results), the consultant and teacher engaged in the Problem Analysis Interview
(PAI). The objectives of this interview were defined by Wickstrom, LaFleur and Witt
(1998) as the following: describing the goal of the interview, reviewing the baseline data,
allowing the teacher to choose from a list of interventions, explaining the rationale for the
chosen evidenced-based intervention, determining the goal of the intervention, describing
the treatment protocol or steps of the selected intervention, and scheduling a date to begin
the intervention. A menu of possible interventions was created by the consultant on an
individualized basis, in order to meet the specific needs of each target student. This list of
evidenced-based behavioral interventions was compiled from the following sources: How
to Reach and Teach Children with Challenging Behavior (Otten & Tuttle, 2011),
Effective School Interventions: 2nd Edition (Rathvon, 2008), The Tough Kid Book:
Practical Classroom Management Strategies (Rhode, Jenson & Reavis, 1992), The
Journal of Positive Behavior Interventions, and the Intervention Central (2011) website.
Teachers were then given the opportunity to select an intervention that they deemed
appropriate for the target student. Following their decision, the consultant provided an
overview of the steps of the selected intervention and reviewed data collection procedures
with each teacher. In some cases, teachers selected interventions that were implemented
on a class-wide basis, rather than just with the target student. In these cases, although all
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students in the class were exposed to the interventions, data were only collected and
analyzed on the selected twelve target students involved in the study.

Plan Implementation
Each behavioral intervention was conducted for approximately four to six weeks.
Direct observation of outcome variables (direct observation of student on-task behavior,
and teacher’s use of general praise, behavior-specific praise, and/or reprimand data)
occurred approximately three times per week across this period of time. After each week,
the consultant e-mailed each teacher with updates on the status of the students’ progress
by sending an updated graph of the student’s on-task behavior during the specified
observational periods. Each teacher was encouraged to contact the consultant by e-mail
or phone with any questions or issues that arose during the implementation of the
intervention.
In order to ensure consistency in direct observation techniques, the BASC-2 SOS
(Reynolds & Kamphaus, 2006) was used to measure student on-task behaviors
throughout the study. In addition, five research assistants, all trained in behavioral school
consultation procedures, accompanied the consultant on 21% of all student observation
sessions and 28% of all teacher observation sessions in order to conduct inter-observer
reliability checks through simultaneous independent coding of both student and teacher
behavior. Prior to assisting with data collection, each research assistant received a one
hour-long training focused on accurate methods of data collection as they related to the
present study. Upon collecting data in the school setting for the first time, each research
assistant was required to reach at least 90% IOA with the consultant on non-target
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students before they were permitted to collect subsequent data on the participants in the
actual research study. Research assistants also collected IOA data on approximately 15%
of all consultation interviews. Estimates of inter-rater reliability were calculated by
dividing the agreed upon ratings by the total number of possible ratings and multiplying
by 100%.
In addition to IOA, treatment fidelity was assessed through direct observation of
each teacher’s successful completion of intervention steps throughout the observational
periods by the consultant. In order to do so, the consultant used the same treatment
fidelity worksheet that the teacher had been given and marked what steps were completed
during the observational period. An estimate of treatment fidelity for each teacher was
calculated by dividing the number of completed steps by the total number of possible
steps and multiplying by 100%.

Plan Evaluation
Upon completion of the intervention, the consultant and teacher met one final
time to discuss the effectiveness of the intervention. At this time, each teacher was
provided with intervention reports for their target student and was told that they were free
to share this information with the student’s parents and other teachers, if applicable. All
six teachers expressed appreciation for this report, and many indicated that they planned
to include the reports as part of upcoming parent-teacher conferences. During this
meeting, teachers were also asked to provide anecdotal information relating to their level
of satisfaction with the selected intervention, rating scales used, and model of
consultation implemented. They were then asked to complete the revised version of the
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Behavior Intervention Rating Scale (Elliott & Treuting, 1991) in order to gain
quantitative information regarding their level of acceptability and perceptions of the
effectiveness of the intervention. Following the completion of the first condition, each
teacher was given a break consisting of one week, prior to beginning the second
intervention using the alternative consultation model (BC or SBC) with a different target
student.

Incentives
Upon concluding the study in June of 2012, all six participating teachers received
thank you notes in the mail from the consultant. In addition, since all participants had
completed all phases of the study, all six teachers had their names entered into the raffle
for a $40 gift certificate to Target. The selected winner received the Target gift card in
their thank you note at the conclusion of the study.

Measures
The Devereux Student Strengths Assessment (DESSA) Rating Scale
The DESSA (LeBuffe et al., 2008) is a 72-item assessment tool rooted in
Resilience Theory that has been designed to measure eight main competencies related to
social and emotional learning. The questions are entirely strength-based and are divided
into scales that include optimistic thinking, relationship skills, self-awareness, personal
responsibility, self-management, goal directed behavior, social awareness, and decisionmaking ability. A composite score called the Total Protective Factors Scale that combines
each of the eight scales is also generated. The DESSA rating scale has been found to have
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high internal consistency with coefficients ranging from .87 to .93, and test-retest
estimates for the total protective factors score of .94 for teachers. Recent research using
the DESSA has shown that it possesses discriminant validity, as moderate negative
correlations were found between the DESSA scales and the BASC-2 problem behavior
scales. Convergent validity was also found with significant correlations occurring
between each of the DESSA scales and the BERS-2 scales. Also the DESSA composite
score and the BASC-2 adaptive composite score were found to have high levels of
convergent validity (Nickerson & Fishman, 2009). The authors of the DESSA state that it
takes teachers approximately eight to ten minutes to complete for one student. No
specialized training is reportedly required to use this assessment tool.

Behavior Assessment System for Children, Second Edition (BASC-2): Teacher Rating
Form
The BASC-2 Teacher Rating Form (Reynolds & Kamphaus, 2004) is a widely
used norm-referenced behavior rating scale designed to evaluate the behavior of children
ages 2-25 years. While this measure is not entirely strength-based, it does contain an
adaptive section consisting of four subscales in which educators, teachers and self-raters
are asked questions that assess a given individual’s adaptability, leadership skills, study
skills and social skills. The BASC-2 has been shown to have high test-retest reliability,
internal consistency and inter-rater reliability. Also evidence of both construct and
divergent validity has been established through numerous studies (Nickerson & Fishman,
2009). While the psychometric properties of this instrument are sound, and the inclusion
of four positively worded adaptive scales are encouraging, the BASC-2 nonetheless
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remains a deficit-focused instrument, whereby student deficits are readily identified and
used as a means for intervention planning.

The Behavior Intervention Rating Scale (BIRS)
The BIRS (Elliott & Treuting, 1991) is a frequently used rating scale designed to
assess the acceptability of behavioral interventions in research contexts. The BIRS is an
extension of the Intervention Rating Profile-15 (Martens et al., 1985) and was developed
to assess teachers’ perceptions of the effectiveness of interventions, in addition to their
perceptions of the acceptability of a given intervention. The BIRS consists of 24 items
presented on a 6-point Likert scale, with possible responses ranging from Strongly
Disagree to Strongly Agree. Factor analyses of the questions on the BIRS have indicated
that the scale measures three main constructs related to social validity including
intervention acceptability, intervention effectiveness and time of effectiveness (the
teacher’s perception of how quickly the intervention worked). The authors report high
reliability of the measure through a coefficient alpha of .97 for the Total Score. Also the
measure has been shown to have high correlations with other similar measures of
intervention acceptability (Elliott & Treuting, 1991). The original BIRS was administered
to teachers after they were instructed to read information regarding a hypothetical
intervention. In order to meet the needs of the current study, the scale was slightly
adapted from the scale presented in Elliott and Treuting (1991) in order to allow for
administration of the scale after completing an actual intervention.
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The Behavior Assessment System for Children, Second Edition- Student Observation
System
The BASC-2 SOS (Reynolds & Kamphaus, 2004) is a structured 15-minute
momentary time sampling direct observational tool. At the end of each 30-second
interval, the rater observes the target student’s behavior for approximately three seconds,
and then places checkmarks in the appropriate rows to indicate which on or off-task
behaviors were occurring at that point in time. Multiple behaviors can be recorded using
this data collection tool. Using this measure, off-task behaviors are defined as
inappropriate movement, inattention, inappropriate vocalizations, and inappropriate peer
interactions. On-task behaviors are defined as working quietly on school subjects,
positive peer interaction, transition movements, or responding appropriately to the
teacher’s academic instruction.

Teachers’ use of general praise, behavior-specific praise and reprimand statements
In order to investigate whether there were changes in teacher’s use of praise
statements, as a result of interventions implemented in either the BC or SBC consultation
models, measures of general and behavior-specific praise were obtained through the
procedures outlined by Reinke et al. (2008). During data collection periods, a 10-minute
direct observation occurred in which frequency counts of praise statements were counted
by the researcher and/or research assistants. Praise statements were divided into two
types: general praise and behavior specific praise. General praise was operationally
defined as “any verbal statement or gesture that indicated teacher approval of a desired
student behavior” (Reinke et al., 2008). This also included nonverbal praise such as
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providing the student with a high five or thumbs up. Behavior specific praise was
operationally defined as statements or gestures that provide specific feedback for a
desired positive student outcome. For example, “Scott, I like the way you are sitting
quietly in your seat”, as opposed to “Good work Scott.” Frequency counts of general
praise, behavior specific praise and reprimands were counted if teachers provided them to
any student in the class, not just the target students involved in the study.

Treatment integrity checklists
Although not a primary variable of interest, treatment integrity data are
nonetheless essential to all behavioral interventions and therefore was obtained through
the collection of completed treatment integrity checklists provided to the teacher.
Checklists were collected at the end of each intervention week. The consultant also
collected data on treatment integrity during the observational sessions each week. During
the intervention, the consultant calculated the percentage of completed steps by the total
number of steps and multiplied by 100% to obtain a percentage estimate of treatment
fidelity for each teacher.

Data Analysis
The primary goal of the present study was to analyze the effects of both a
traditional model of behavioral consultation and a strength-based model of behavioral
consultation on student and teacher behavior. The three main dependent variables of
interest across models included student on-task behavior, teachers’ use of statements
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(general, behavior specific and reprimands), and estimates of social validity through the
administration of the BIRS.
In order to assess the effects of the BC and SBC models of consultation on
student on-task behavior, a multiple baseline design across participants was utilized in
which direct observation of on-task data using the BASC-SOS was collected and graphed
over the course of the baseline and intervention phases. The data wer also analyzed
through visual inspection, calculation of percentage of non-overlapping data (PND), and
an analysis of individual effect sizes. An examination of changes in mean, trend, level
and immediacy of the effects of each of the interventions was also conducted.
In order to determine whether there was a difference in teachers’ use of praise
statements between interventions implemented in the BC or SBC conditions, frequency
counts of teacher general praise, behavior-specific praise or reprimands were collected
during ten-minute observational sessions. Data collection began prior to the intervention
in order to establish baseline levels and progress was monitored through consistent data
collection procedures. The data were then analyzed through an examination of the
descriptive statistics, including effect sizes related to individual changes in each teacher’s
rate of general praise, behavior-specific praise and reprimands across the baseline to
intervention phases in each condition. Rates of praise were also aggregated across
teachers within both the BC and SBC model, in order to provide a qualitative comparison
across models.
Finally, in order to assess the social validity of the interventions developed using
both models of consultation, teacher responses on the BIRS were calculated and
compared between the BC and SBC conditions. Responses were reported for each of the
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three scales contained in the BIRS (acceptability, effectiveness and time factor (or
feasibility). After completing both types of consultation, teachers were also asked to
provide anecdotal information related to whether or not they had a preference for one
model of consultation over another and whether they perceived either the BASC-2
(Reynolds & Kamphaus, 2004) or DESSA (LeBuffe et al., 2008) rating scales to be more
useful in developing the behavioral interventions.
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CHAPTER 4

RESULTS
Research Questions 1 & 2: Student Behavior
The first two research questions sought to analyze the extent to which student ontask behavior improved as a function of consultation type. In order to allow for each
teacher to engage in each type of consultation, the study was completed in two phases. In
phase one, beginning in February of 2012, Teachers 1, 2 and 3 were randomly assigned to
begin with the BC condition, with Teachers 4, 5, and 6 being randomly assigned to begin
with the SBC condition. All data were collected concurrently across the six classrooms
for phase one, which lasted approximately two months from February to April of 2012. In
accordance with the multiple baseline across participants design, in phase one, data were
collected for the target students selected by Teacher 1 and 4 (John and Greg,
respectively) until a stable baseline had been achieved for the first three data points, and
was then followed by the intervention selected by the teacher. As discussed previously,
during the PAI, each teacher was presented with a list of research-based traditional
behavioral interventions and asked to identify an intervention that they deemed
acceptable for the identified student. Table 2 presents the behavioral interventions
selected by each teacher in both phases of the study. Baseline data were collected
concurrently across the remaining classrooms until at least six data points were collected
for the students selected by Teachers 2 and 5 (Kevin and Billy, respectively), at which
time the intervention was implemented with these students. Target students selected by
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Teachers 3 and 6 (Mark and Amy, respectively) remained in baseline for a total of nine
data points before being introduced to the intervention.
Figure 1 displays the on-task behavior during phase one of the BC condition for
the three students (John, Kevin and Mark) selected by Teachers 1, 2 and 3, respectively.
Figure 2 displays the on-task behavior during phase one of the SBC condition of the three
students (Greg, Billy and Amy) selected for intervention by Teachers 4, 5 and 6,
respectively. Upon completing the interventions in phase one of the study, each teacher
was given a week break before selecting a different target student to begin the second
phase of the study.

Table 2. Intervention Selection by Teachers as a Function of Consultation Model
Behavioral Consultation
Individual Response Cost
Intervention

Strength-Based Consultation
Intervention Focused on Increasing
Teacher-Directed Behavior Specific
Praise

Teacher 2

Class-wide Response Cost
Raffle Intervention

Class-wide Raffle with Points for
Positive Behavior

Teacher 3

Class-wide Response Cost
Raffle Intervention

Class-wide Raffle with Points for
Positive Behavior

Teacher 4

The Good Behavior Game
Intervention

Class-wide Raffle with Points for
Positive Behavior

Teacher 5

Class-wide Response Cost
Raffle
Intervention
Class-wide Response Cost
Raffle
Intervention

Individual Behavior Contract with
Points for Positive Behavior

Teacher 1

Teacher 6
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Intervention Focused on Increasing
Teacher-Directed Behavior Specific
Praise

Phase two of data collection began in April of 2012, with teachers being exposed to the
alternative model of consultation (BC or SBC), with the identical procedures followed as
outlined above. Figure 3 displays the on-task behavior during the BC condition for the
three students (Chris, Nate and Daniel) selected by Teachers 1, 2 and 3 respectively.
Figure 4 displays the results for the SBC condition for the remaining three students (Tara,
Joe and Andrew) selected by Teachers 4, 5 and 6, respectively, for the second phase of
the study.
Each student’s behavioral data were analyzed using visual analysis techniques, as
discussed by Gast (2010). A determination of level and trend stability for each phase was
conducted, in addition to an analysis of the changes of level and trend across phases.
Level and trend data were considered stable if 80% of the data points were located within
20% range of the median (Gast, 2010). Trend direction was estimated using the split
middle method (Cooper et al., 2007). Effect sizes (ES) were calculated using the No
Assumptions Approach outlined by Busk and Serlin (1992) and the percentage of nonoverlapping data were also calculated in order to provide further analysis of the
intervention effects on student behavior. Additionally, procedural integrity estimates
were calculated by dividing the number of completed steps of the intervention by the total
number of possible steps and multiplying the result by 100%.

Behavioral Consultation Condition (Phase One)
John (Teacher 1). John was the target student selected for the study by Teacher 1. John
was enrolled in AM Kindergarten and was referred based on both teacher and parent
concerns regarding the high frequency of his off-task behaviors. Specifically, his teacher
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indicated that he often called out, had trouble sitting still during group activities, and was
frequently impulsive. Teacher 1 also indicated that John had trouble interacting
appropriately with other students, which at times resulted in him hitting other students or
making inappropriate comments to them. Results of the BASC-2 Teacher Form indicated
a clinically significant score on the externalizing problems composite, with both
hyperactivity and aggression scales in the clinically significant range and the conduct
problems scale in the at-risk range. After being presented with the list of evidence-based
interventions during the PAI, Teacher 1 hypothesized that an individual response cost
intervention entitled the Rubber-band Intervention (Intervention Central, 2011) would be
most likely to benefit John.
John was observed to be on-task an average of 62% during the baseline phase,
with an on-task percentage that ranged from 53-70%. Baseline data indicated a high
percentage of hyperactive behaviors with examples including being out of his seat,
touching other students and engaging in repetitive motor movements such as swinging his
arms and legs. Visual inspection of the baseline data indicated a stable decelerating
baseline trend across the first three baseline data points and therefore the intervention was
implemented as planned after the third baseline data point. Once exposed to the
intervention, a variable trend was observed. Although the trend was primarily in a
therapeutic direction, one outlier of 66% impacted the data. Nonetheless, over the course
of the intervention, John’s average on-task percentage increased from an average of 62%
in baseline to 86.1% in the intervention phase, with a range of between 66-100%. This
change represented an absolute level change of 27 percentage points. A large ES value
(ES=3.45) was found between baseline and intervention phases indicating that the
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intervention had a significant effect on his on-task behavior. This notion was further
supported by a PND value of 89%. Estimates of procedural integrity matched across
both teacher self-checklists and an independent researcher checklist with both reporting
100% integrity across the intervention.

Kevin (Teacher 2). Kevin was a 5th grade student referred to the study by Teacher 2 due
to her concerns with his frequent lack of attention during class instructional time. During
the PII, Teacher 2 indicated that Kevin recently began receiving accommodations
outlined in a Section 504 plan, due to his recent diagnosis of AD/HD- Predominantly
Inattentive Type. Teacher 2 indicated that Kevin needed frequent reminders to stay on
task, often played with materials or rummaged through his desk during activities, and had
trouble initiating independent work. Results of the BASC-2 indicated clinically
significant ratings on the hyperactivity and attention problems scales, with at-risk ratings
on the learning problems and study skills scales. Teacher 2 indicated that she believed
that Kevin did possess the ability to perform well in her class, but that his inattentive
behaviors were a major barrier to his progress. During the PAI, Teacher 2 elected to
implement a class-wide Response Cost Raffle, as described in Rathvon (2008). This
teacher indicated that there were behavioral problems evident not only in Kevin’s case,
but with other students in her class as well, and reasoned that the class as a whole would
likely benefit from this type of class-wide intervention.
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Figure 1. Student On-Task Behavior in Phase One of the BC Model
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On-task percentages obtained during baseline data collection for Kevin ranged
from 40-70% with an average of 53.83% across the baseline phase. Visual analysis of the
baseline data indicated a rapidly decelerating trend over the first six data points. Upon
introduction to the intervention, Kevin’s on-task percentage increased to an average of
94.18% with a range between 80-100%. Visual trend analysis of the intervention data
indicated a stable accelerating trend over the course of the intervention. The therapeutic
effects of the intervention were further supported by a large ES value (ES=3.26) found
between baseline and intervention phases and a PND indicating no overlap between
phases (PND=100%). Procedural integrity was estimated at 100% across both teacher
self-report checklist and independent researcher checklists.

Mark (Teacher 3). Mark was a 4th grade student selected for the study due to Teacher 3’s
concerns regarding his lack of focus and concentration during her class. During the PII,
Teacher 3 indicated that Mark was frequently out of his seat during class time, was not
able to sustain attention for long periods of time and rarely turned in his homework on
time. Scores on the BASC-2 Teacher Form yielded at-risk classifications for the
hyperactivity, attention problems and learning problems scales. When presented with the
list of suggested interventions, Teacher 3 opted to implement the Response Cost Raffle
on a class-wide level and took on a high level of ownership throughout the intervention
by not only maintaining a high level of procedural integrity (100%), but also by
contributing many of her own supplies, such as utilizing a large treasure chest of prizes
that she personally supplied for the intervention. During the PAI, it was decided that the
intervention would also include a homework component in which students would
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automatically lose one raffle ticket if they failed to turn in their assignment from the night
before. This was done not only to address Mark’s low homework completion rate, but
also that of the entire class, as Teacher 2 indicated that homework completion rates were
low across the board.
Mark was observed to be on-task an average of 56.56% during the baseline phase
with a range of 43-73%. Through visual analysis it was determined that while variable,
the baseline data represented a deteriorating trend and therefore the intervention was
introduced as planned after the ninth baseline data point. Following the implementation
of the intervention, Mark’s average on-task percentage increased to 87.27% with a range
of 71-100% and an absolute level change of an increase of 9 percentage points during the
intervention phase. While the data remained variable, the intervention data demonstrated
an accelerating trend in a therapeutic direction. A large ES value (ES=3.05) was found
between baseline and intervention phases, indicating that the intervention had a largely
positive effect on student behavior. A PND value of 82% was documented across phases.
Homework completion rates for Mark also increased from an average of 25% to 70%
from baseline to intervention. Procedural integrity estimates were 100% across both
teacher and research checklists.

Strength-Based Consultation Condition (Phase One)
Greg (Teacher 4). Greg was a 5th grade student referred by Teacher 4 due to major
concerns over his behavior in her classroom. Specifically, Teacher 4 indicated that Greg
was frequently disrespectful, defiant, easily angered, and often engaged in fights with
other students. She also indicated that he constantly sought her attention and would often
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act out inappropriately in order to maintain her attention. Given the strength-based
condition, Teacher 4 was given the DESSA Teacher Form rating scale to complete.
Results from the DESSA indicated that Teacher 4’s ratings placed Greg in the “in need of
instruction” range across all eight scales including Personal Responsibility, GoalDirected Behavior, Self-Management, Optimistic Thinking, Social Awareness, Decision
Making, Relationship Skills, Self-Awareness. During the PAI, the consultant devoted
much time to discussing the strength-based approach to Greg’s behavior and presented
Teacher 4 with a list of suggested positively focused interventions. Teacher 4 elected to
implement a class-wide intervention, in which students were rewarded for positive
behavior in her class. The reader is referred to Rathvon (2008) for a full description of
this intervention.
Greg was on-task during the baseline phase an average of 66.67%, with on-task
estimates ranging from 60-70%. Once the intervention was implemented, Greg’s on-task
percentage increased to an average of 84.78% with estimates ranging from 67-97%. This
change represented an increase of 30 percentage points in the absolute level of the data.
Trend analysis indicated stable data across both the baseline and intervention phases. The
intervention showed a small amount of overlap with the baseline data generating a PND
estimate of 89%. A large ES value (ES=3.85) was found across phases, suggesting that
the intervention was highly effective in improving Greg’s on-task behavior. Estimates of
procedural integrity were in agreement across teacher self-report and researcher
observations, yielding matching percentages of 94% across the intervention.
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Figure 2. Student On-Task Behavior in Phase One of the SBC Model
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Billy (Teacher 5). Billy was a 5th grade student referred by Teacher 5 over her concerns
regarding his frequent inattention, difficulty with completing work independently and
low homework completion rates. Results of the DESSA Teacher Form yielded scores in
the “in need of instruction” range for the personal responsibility, goal-directed behavior
and self-management skill areas. During the PAI, Teacher 5 and the consultant agreed
that an individual behavior contract with points for positive behavior would be most
appropriate in meeting Billy’s individual needs.
Billy’s mean on-task percentage in Teacher 5’s class during the SBC baseline
condition was 52.83% with estimates showing high variability with a range of 30-73%.
While variable, visual analysis indicated a rapidly decelerating trend in the baseline data.
Upon introduction of the intervention, Billy’s mean on-task percentage increased to
92.33%, with on task percentages ranging from 83-100%. The data showed no overlap
between conditions (PND=100%) and a large effect (ES=2.68) indicates that the
intervention had a significant effect on improving Billy’s on-task behavior. Although she
was initially enthusiastic about the intervention, procedural integrity for Teacher 5 was an
area of concern over the course of the intervention. Teacher self-report checklists
averaged 100% across the intervention; however, researcher direct observations of the
intervention in effect yielded a much lower estimate of 40%. The reader is referred to the
discussion for a more detailed analysis of this issue.

Amy (Teacher 6). Amy was a 5th grade student referred by Teacher 6 based on both
parent and teacher concerns regarding her high levels of hyperactivity during class time,
along with her high rates of inappropriate behavior such as calling out, fighting with
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peers and acting in a disrespectful manner towards teachers. Amy had a history of
behavior problems in school and had been suspended twice earlier in the school year.
Information obtained during the PII indicated that Amy had difficulty regulating her
behavior and frequently engaged in impulsive behaviors such as calling out, or pushing
others out of her way. During the PAI, the results of the DESSA Teacher Form were
reviewed with Teacher 6. Ratings indicated a need for instruction in the domain of selfmanagement. Teacher 6 selected an individually focused intervention in which Amy self
monitored her behavior through a visual cue from the teacher and concurrently the
teacher focused on increasing the amount of behavior specific praise she provided to
Amy.
Baseline rates of on-task behavior ranged from 30-77%, with an average of
52.1%. Once the intervention was implemented, Amy’s average on-task behavior
increased dramatically to 92.54% with a range of 83-100%. The change between baseline
and intervention phases resulted in an absolute level change of 30 percentage points.
Visual analysis determined a stable accelerating trend in the intervention data with no
data points overlapping the baseline data (PND=100%). A large ES value (2.77) was
obtained between the baseline and intervention phase indicating major improvements in
Amy’s behavior as a result of the intervention. Procedural integrity estimates matched
across teacher self-report and researcher observations with an estimated integrity level of
100% across the intervention.
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Behavioral Consultation Condition (Phase Two)
Chris (Teacher 4). Chris was a 5th grade student referred by his teacher based on her
concerns that he displayed many signs of inattentive behavior during class, appeared
apathetic during her classes, and had trouble regulating his behavior by sometimes
engaging in angry verbal outbursts directed at both teachers and students. Results of the
BASC Teacher Form indicated at-risk ratings on the attention problems, withdrawal and
anger control scales. When asked to prioritize her concerns during the PII, Teacher 4
indicated that she would like to focus on increasing Chris’ on-task behavior (i.e. paying
attention and staying focused on class activities) during her class times and elected to
implement the class-wide Good Behavior Game intervention, as described in Rathvon
(2008).
Results indicated that Chris was on-task an average of 66.67% during the baseline
phase of the BC condition with estimates ranging between 60-70%. Trend analysis
indicated a stable decelerating trend across the baseline data points. During the
intervention phase Chris’ on-task behavior increased to an average of 81.44% with a
range of 53-97%, however visual inspection indicated a variable decelerating trend over
the course of the intervention phase. PND was 78% across the intervention phase and a
comparison of the mean on-task percentages between conditions yielded a large ES
(ES=3.14). Procedural integrity estimates were adequate, with both teacher self-report
and researcher observations yielding a matching score of 80% integrity across the
intervention.
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Nate (Teacher 5). Nate was a 5th grade student referred to the study by Teacher 5 due to
his apparent lack of attention and focus during class time. Teacher 5 expressed concern
that, although he was a very bright student and was very capable, his off-task behaviors
(defined as impulsive behaviors such as calling out, or being out of his seat), frequently
got in the way of his work completion rates in her class. Ratings on the BASC-2 Teacher
Form indicated clinically significant ratings in the domain of hyperactivity. At-risk scores
were also obtained for the attention problems and executive functioning scales. During
the PAI Teacher 5 elected to implement the class-wide Response Cost Raffle in order to
attempt to increase Nate’s rates of on-task behavior in her classroom.
Prior to implementation of the intervention, baseline estimates of Nate’s on-task
behavior ranged from 30-63%, with an average of 50% time on task. Abrupt
improvement was evident in the intervention phase with an absolute level change of 43
percentage points. The average on-task estimate increased to 90.33% with a range of 67100% and with visual analysis methods indicating a variable, but accelerating trend in a
therapeutic direction throughout the phase. No overlap in data points was observed across
phases (PND=100%) and a large ES value (ES=3.45) was obtained between baseline and
intervention phases. Procedural integrity levels were slightly discrepant, although still
high, with Teacher 5 reporting 100% integrity across the intervention and the researcher
reporting 89% on independent checks of the intervention in effect.

Daniel (Teacher 6). Daniel was a 5th grade student referred by Teacher 6 due to a long
history of severe behavioral problems both in school and at home. Daniel had been
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Figure 3. Student On-Task Behavior in Phase Two of the BC Model
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suspended frequently throughout the school year for behaviors that included fighting with
others, being disrespectful and defiant to teachers, and cutting certain classes. Results of
the BASC-2 Teacher Form yielded clinically significant ratings across hyperactivity,
aggression and conduct problems scales, with attention and learning problems scales in
the at-risk range. Teacher 6 elected to implement the class-wide Response Cost Raffle in
order to attempt to provide more structure for both Daniel and her other students during
her social studies class.
During the baseline phase, Daniel was on-task an average of 66.11% of the time,
with scores ranging from 43%-83% across observations. Visual inspection across the nine
data points indicated a variable accelerating trend in baseline data. However, given the
fact that Daniel had been in the baseline condition for approximately three weeks and was
still exhibiting major behavioral issues with the teacher, the consultant made the decision
to proceed with the intervention in order to not interfere with the consultation relationship
established with the teacher and to provide support to target Daniel’s behavioral issues.
Once the intervention was implemented, Daniel’s on-task behavior improved
dramatically, as evident from an absolute level change of 30 percentage points. Daniel’s
mean on-task percentage during the intervention phase was 92.67% with a range of 80100%. The percentage of non-overlapping data points for the intervention phase was
89%, and a large effect size (ES=2.26) between the baseline and intervention phases was
documented. Procedural integrity estimates were 100% across both teacher self-report
and researcher observations.
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Strength-Based Consultation Condition (Phase Two)
Tara (Teacher 1). Tara was an AM Kindergarten student referred by Teacher 1 due to
concerns over her high levels of inattention. Teacher 1 reported that Tara frequently
needed re-direction to stay on task and had trouble following simple directions. She also
reported that Tara was frequently out of her seat and often spent large amount of time in
the bathroom. Results of the DESSA Teacher Form completed by Teacher 1 indicated
that Tara scored in the “in need of instruction” range on domains of self-management and
personal responsibility. During the PAI, the consultant discussed the goals of the
strength-based approach to assessment and intervention and Teacher 1 selected an
intervention designed to increase the amount of behavior-specific praise she delivered to
Tara in response to her positive behaviors.
Tara’s average on-task behavior during the baseline phase ranged from 50-63%,
with an average of 54.33%. Upon introduction of the intervention, Tara’s mean on-task
percentage increased to 89.22%, with a range of 77-97%. Visual analysis of the data
indicated a stable accelerating trend in the intervention data with an absolute change of
33 points. Further calculations indicated the percentage of non-overlapping data was
100%, with the intervention effects further supported by a large ES value (ES=5.7) found
between phases. Procedural integrity estimates were in agreement, with estimates of
100% integrity across both teacher self-report and researcher observations.

Joe (Teacher 2). Joe was a 5th grade student referred due to teacher concerns over his
inability to sustain attention for long periods of time during class. Results of the DESSA
Teacher Form indicated that Teacher 2 felt as though Joe was “in need of instruction” in
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skills related to personal responsibility, social awareness, decision making and selfmanagement. Following the discussion of the strength-based approach during the PAI,
Teacher 2 elected to implement a class-wide raffle system in which students were
awarded points for positive behavior with a raffle conducted at the end of the period.
During the baseline phase, Joe was on task an average of 66.5%, with on-task
estimates appearing stable with a range of 63-70%. Once the intervention was introduced,
the average on-task percentage increased to 80.89% with a range of 65-92%. Visual
analysis indicated an abrupt change in absolute level with an increase of 23 percentage
points. While the level of the data remained high, the data showed a stable decelerating
trend across the intervention phase. The estimate of PND was 89% with a large effect
size (ES=6.72) found between baseline and intervention phases. Procedural integrity
estimates between teacher self-report and researcher were in agreement, with estimates of
100% across the intervention.

Andrew (Teacher 3). Andrew was a 5th grade student who had recently been diagnosed
with AD/HD-Predominantly Inattentive Type. Andrew was referred by his teacher and
parents due to their desire to determine whether a behavioral intervention could be
effective in increasing Andrew’s on-task behaviors, or if a more intensive pharmaceutical
treatment plan was warranted to address his individual needs. Teacher 3’s scores on the
DESSA indicated that Andrew was “in need of instruction” in the areas of selfmanagement and goal-directed behavior. Upon completing a discussion of the strengthbased approach to assessment and intervention, Teacher 3 indicated that it would be most
helpful to implement a class-wide intervention and opted to implement a class-wide raffle
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Figure 4. Student On-Task Behavior in Phase Two of the SBC Model
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system in which the students were awarded for any pro-social behaviors observed by
either Teacher 3 or the instructional aide.
Andrew’s on-task estimates in the baseline phase ranged from 50-67% with a
mean on-task percentage of 58.56%. Visual analysis indicated that while mostly stable,
there was a slight increase in trend in the baseline data. Since Andrew had been in the
baseline phase for more than three weeks and even the highest data point was well below
the objectives of the intervention, the consultant and teacher decided to proceed with the
intervention. Once implemented, Andrew’s on-task percentage increased to an average of
88.89%, with a range between 63-100%, representing an absolute level gain of 20
percentage points. Visual analysis indicated an accelerating trend in a positive direction
throughout the intervention data, although at times the trend was variable. A large effect
value (ES=6.33) was found between phases, indicating that the intervention had a
positive effect on Andrew’s behavior. This notion was further supported by a PND
estimate of 89%. Estimates of procedural integrity were 100% across both teacher selfreport checklists and researcher observations.

Research Question 3: Teacher Behavior
The third research question was designed to analyze the extent to which there
were differences in teachers’ average rates of general praise statements, behavior specific
praise and/or reprimands between the baseline and intervention phases in both the BC
and SBC conditions. Specifically, the question was designed to compare baseline rates of
total praise, behavior specific praise and reprimands to the intervention rates for the
behavioral interventions developed in both the BC and SBC conditions in order to
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determine if one model yielded higher gains across any of the three variables. Withinsubjects comparisons by teacher were also conducted in order to determine qualitatively
if there were individual differences in teacher behavior by condition.
Table 3 presents the descriptive statistics of the total praise, behavior specific
praise and reprimand data collected for each teacher across both the BC and SBC
conditions. Effect sizes (ES) were calculated using a No Assumptions Approach
described by Busk & Serlin (1992), in which the mean baseline rate was subtracted from
the mean intervention rate and the result was divided by the standard deviation of the
baseline. Cohen’s (1992) guidelines were used to assess meaningful differences across
conditions. A small effect was defined as an ES value between .20-.49, a medium effect
was defined as an ES between 50-.79, and a large effect was considered if the ES value
exceeded .80.
General Praise
When considered at an individual level, Teachers 2 and 5 in the BC condition
increased their rates of general praise across the baseline and intervention phases,
yielding small effect values (ES= 0.42 and ES=0.46), respectively. Teacher 6 also
demonstrated a significant improvement in her rate of general praise, increasing from an
average of 0 to 8 praise statements across the condition. In comparison, Teachers 1, 3 and
4 all demonstrated reductions in general praise statements during interventions
implemented in the BC condition.
When exposed to interventions developed in the SBC condition, 5 out of the 6
teachers demonstrated significant improvements in their rates of general praise with their
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Table 3. Descriptive Statistics of Teacher Average Rates of General Praise, Behavior
Specific Praise and Reprimands by Consultation Model.
Behavioral Consultation (BC)

Teacher 1
Total praise
Specific
Reprimand
Teacher 2
Total praise
Specific
Reprimand
Teacher 3
Total praise
Specific
Reprimand
Teacher 4
Total praise
Specific
Reprimand
Teacher 5
Total praise
Specific
Reprimand
Teacher 6
Total praise
Specific
Reprimand

Strength-Based Consultation (SBC)

Mean
Baseline
(sd)

Mean
Intervention
(sd)

ES

Mean
Baseline
(sd)

Mean
Intervention
(sd)

ES

6.3 (4.04)
2.0 (3.46)
1.67 (1.15)

2.4 (2.30)
1.2 (1.30)
1.6 (0.55)

-0.97
-0.23
-0.06

5.0 (2.2)
1.0 (1.14)
1.0 (1.15)

7.44 (2.19)
3.89 (2.93)
2.0 (.87)

1.11
2.53
0.87

2.2 (1.92)
0.4 (0.55)
2.2 (2.95)

3.0 (3.53)
0.8 (1.79)
1.0 (1.22)

0.42
0.73
-0.41

4.33 (1.53)
1.33 (1.53)
1.67 (0.58)

6.6 (4.51)
2.6 (2.41)
0.6 (0.55)

1.48
0.83
-1.84

4.67 (2.58)
0.67 (0.82)
4.0 (3.16)

3.0 (2.53)
0.17 (0.41)
2.83 (2.32)

-0.65
-0.61
-0.37

3.0 (3.16)
0.75 (1.5)
5.0 (2.71)

10.17 (4.12)
4.17 (1.72)
2.16 (1.94)

2.27
2.28
-1.05

2.75 (1.89)
1.75 (1.71)
2.25 (2.63)

2.5 (0.71)
1.0 (1.41)
2.0 (1.41)

-0.13
-0.44
-0.1

3.0 (1.41)
5.0 (1.15)
1.0 (1.41)

5.0 (1.0)
7.44 (2.19)
1.67 (2.89)

1.42
2.12
0.48

1.83 (1.47)
.17 (0.41)
1.0 (0.63)

2.5 (2.65)
.75 (0.96)
2.0 (1.15)

0.46
1.41
1.59

4.25 (1.89)
0 (0)
4.0 (0.82)

4.33 (2.88)
0.33 (0.52)
1.17 (1.60)

0.04
0.00
-3.45

0 (0)
0 (0)
0 (0)

8.0 (5.97)
2.57 (2.07)
1.0 (1.15)

*
*
*

4.67 (3.06)
1.3 (0.58)
3.33 (1.53)

8.6 (5.03)
4.0 (0.71)
1.2 (1.1)

1.28
4.66
-1.39

students with effect size values ranging from ES=1.11 to ES=2.27. In comparison,
although Teacher 5 did not demonstrate a significant improvement in rates of general
praise across the SBC condition, it is important to note that she began the SBC
intervention with a high baseline rate of general praise (4.33).
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When the data on general praise rates were aggregated, teachers in the BC
condition provided general praise to their students at an average rate of 2.96 during
baseline with an average increase to 3.57 during the intervention phase. This difference
generated a small ES value (ES=0.27) between groups. In comparison, a large ES value
(ES=3.51) was found for average rates of general praise for teachers in the SBC
condition, with the average rate of 3.88 during baseline and an increase to 7.02 during the
intervention phase. Figure 1 presents the combined mean increases in general praise
statements for all six teachers by consultation model.

Figure 5. Teacher Average Rates of General Praise by Consultation Model.
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Behavior Specific Praise
When each teacher’s data was analyzed individually, Teachers 2, 5 and 6
demonstrated increases in their rates of behavior specific praise during the interventions
developed in the BC condition with effect size values ranging from the medium to large
range (ES=0.73 to ES=1.41). In comparison, Teachers 1, 3 and 4 reduced their levels of
behavior specific praise, generating negative effect sizes across the baseline and
intervention phases.
During the interventions developed in the SBC condition, five of the six teachers
demonstrated significant increases in their rates of behavior specific praise with effect
size values all in the large range (ranging from ES=0.83 to ES=4.66). While Teacher 4
showed a slight increase in rate of behavior specific praise in the SBC condition, the
results were not significant.
When considered collectively, a small ES value (ES=.30) was found between
baseline and intervention phases of the BC condition for teacher rates of behavior
specific praise. The average combined baseline rate for behavior specific praise was 0.83,
with a combined average intervention rate that increased to 1.08. In comparison, a large
effect (ES=3.78) was found for rates of behavior specific praise for teachers in the SBC
condition. The combined average rates of behavior specific praise increased from a rate
of 0.73 in baseline to 3.0 in the intervention phase. Figure 6 presents a comparison of the
combined average behavior specific praise data for both consultation types across all six
teachers.
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Figure 6. Teacher Average Rates of Behavior Specific Praise by Consultation Model

Reprimands
Average rates of reprimands remained mostly stable in the BC condition across
baseline (M=1.85) and intervention (M=1.74) phases with no significant effect found
across the condition. In comparison, a moderate negative effect (ES=-.71) was obtained
for reprimand rates across baseline to intervention phases, with the rates decreasing from
a combined average rate of 2.67 during baseline to 1.47 in the SBC intervention phase.
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Figure 7. Teacher Average Rates of Reprimands by Consultation Model

Research Question 4: Post-Intervention Questionnaire
Behavior Intervention Rating Scale
The BIRS survey was completed twice by all teachers, once following the
conclusion of the interventions implemented in the BC condition, and once following the
interventions conducted in the SBC condition. The purpose of the questionnaire was to
analyze each teacher’s perceptions regarding the acceptability, effectiveness and
feasibility of the interventions developed using each consultation type. Results of the
BIRS are presented in Table 4.
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Acceptability
The mean score of teachers’ ratings regarding the acceptability of the
interventions implemented in the BC condition was 4.74 (mean ranges between 3.76 to
5.96), compared to a mean score of 4.72 (mean ranges between 3.82 to 5.58) in the SBC
condition, indicating that teachers in both conditions found the consultation type and
interventions selected to have adequate levels of acceptability, as measured by the BIRS.

Table 4. BIRS Scores across Teachers and Consultation Models
BC

SBC

Teacher

Accept

Effect

Time

Accept

Effect

Time

5

Total
Score
4.74

5

3.71

6

Total
Score
4.90

1

4.80

4.43

2

5.87

6

6

5.96

5.6

4.14

5.5

5.08

3

5.13

4.29

5

4.81

5.13

4.71

5

4.95

4

5.13

2.14

4

3.76

4.53

2.42

4.5

3.82

5

4.93

3.43

4

4.12

5.06

3.43

3.5

3.99

6

5.93

4.14

5

5.02

5.87

4.86

6

5.58

*BIRS scores ranged from 1-6
Effectiveness
The mean scores for teachers’ perceptions of the effectiveness of the interventions
ranged between 2.14 to 4.43 for the interventions developed in the BC condition and 2.42
to 4.86 for the interventions developed for students in the SBC condition. While the
average aggregate score for the interventions in the BC condition was slightly higher
(M=4.07), than that of the interventions in the SBC condition (M=3.88), both scores
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indicated that, for the most part, the teachers believed that the interventions selected for
use in both conditions were, at least somewhat, effective with the target student selected
in each class. Teacher 4’s scores for this factor were significantly lower than the group
mean and thus likely brought down the group average ratings of effectiveness. While
Teacher 4 indicated that both types of interventions were highly acceptable, she did
express dissatisfaction with the effectiveness of interventions in both the BC and SBC
conditions with ratings of 2.14 and 2.42 respectively. The reader is referred to the
discussion for an explanation of this finding.

Time Factor
As a whole, all teachers indicated high agreement that the interventions selected
in both conditions were feasible to implement and were not too time intensive. The mean
teacher score for the interventions developed in the BC condition was 4.83 compared to
5.08 for the interventions developed in the SBC condition.

Preferences for Consultation Model and Rating Scales Used
At the conclusion of both phases of the study all teachers were asked whether they
maintained a preference for either the BC or SBC model of consultation. Five of the six
teachers indicated that they preferred the SBC model. In addition, teachers were asked to
indicate whether they had a preference of using either the BASC-2 rating scale or the
DESSA rating scale. Four of the six teachers indicated that they preferred using the
DESSA over the BASC-2.
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Procedural Integrity and IOA
Teacher integrity to the intervention steps was evaluated through both a selfreport teacher checklist and researcher observations of the intervention in effect.
Researcher observations consisted not only of the consultant’s observations, but also
those made by the trained graduate assistants who assisted with data collection. Table 5
displays the average percentage of teacher integrity to the intervention protocol. Overall
all teachers, except one, implemented the interventions written in the protocol with a high

Table 5. Teachers’ Average Procedural Integrity Rates by Consultation Model

Teacher 1
Teacher 2
Teacher 3
Teacher 4
Teacher 5
Teacher 6

Behavioral Consultation
Self-Checklist
Researcher
Checklist
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
80%
80%
100%
89%
100%
100%

Strength-Based Consultation
Self-Checklist
Researcher
Checklist
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
94%
94%
100%
40%
100%
100%

level of integrity. In fact, Teachers 1, 2, 3 and 6 implemented interventions with 100%
integrity in both self-report checklists and researcher observations across both conditions.
While Teacher 4 had somewhat lower ratings during both interventions, her scores were
nonetheless consistent with the researcher’s observations, indicating that she understood
what elements she had failed to implement. Teacher 5 appeared to experience more
difficulty with implementing the intervention in the SBC, as is evident from an average
score of 40% according to the researchers’ protocol. This represented a discrepancy from
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the teacher’s self-report rating of 100% and served as the basis for discussion during the
consultation process.
Overall, IOA across the sessions of simultaneous coding of teacher and student
behavior was determined to be 88% for student observations of on-task behavior and
93% for teacher observations of rates of general praise, behavior specific praise and
reprimands.

Consultation Process Integrity
During each phase of the consultation process the researcher completed a
consultation process checklist to ensure adherence to the procedural integrity of the
study. This step was particularly important during the SBC condition during which the
strength-based approach to assessment and intervention was discussed with each teacher.
Research assistants trained in IOA data collection accompanied the primary investigator
on approximately 15% of all consultation process interviews to document integrity to the
procedures. Overall, procedural fidelity of consultation process steps implemented by the
primary investigator was 100% across both the BC and SBC conditions.
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CHAPTER 5
DISCUSSION
Overview
The following discussion is designed to provide an overview of how the results
obtained in this study related to each of the four main research questions posed by the
researcher. In addition, comparisons of this research to similar empirical studies, along
with a section pertaining to the limitations of the current study will be discussed. The
discussion will then shift to an analysis of the specific implications for future research
investigating the utility of a strength-based approach to school-based behavioral
consultation, with a particular focus on the relevance of this topic to the field of school
psychology as a whole.

Research Questions 1 & 2: Student Behavior
The first goal of the present study was to analyze the effects of interventions
developed using BC and SBC on student rates of on-task behavior. As such, research
questions relating to the effects of the behavioral interventions developed using each
model of consultation on student behavior were proposed and evaluated. The first
question evaluated the effects of interventions developed utilizing a traditional form of
behavioral consultation on student behavior, while the second research question sought to
analyze the effects of a proposed strength-based model on the same dependent variable.
The implementation of both models with each teacher was a necessary element of the
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present study, as it allowed each participating teacher to be exposed to both types of
consultation and thus provide opinions regarding the effectiveness, utility and feasibility
of both models.
Data obtained from the investigation of the first two research questions indicated
that students exposed to interventions developed through both types of consultation
models demonstrated significant improvements in their on-task behaviors. In fact, as is
evident from the graphs provided in the results section, all twelve students who
participated in the study made significant gains in their on-task behaviors in the
classroom. These positive outcomes were evaluated not only in terms of the documented
effect size between baseline and intervention phases, but also by the calculation of PND
estimates and visual analysis of the changes in mean, level, trend, and the immediacy of
the positive changes in behavior. These data are encouraging, as they suggest that when
implemented with appropriate levels of fidelity, evidenced-based behavioral
interventions, developed in conjunction with behavioral consultative support, can have
dramatic improvements in increasing on-task student behavior. This finding is highly
consistent with other research that has demonstrated the effectiveness of behavioral
consultation on student outcomes (DePaul et al., 2012; Rathvon, 2008; Rhode et al.,
1993).
The initial purpose of implementing both consultation models was to evaluate
how an intervention developed in accordance with a strength-based model of behavioral
consultation may stand up to an intervention developed using a more well-established
traditional model of behavioral consultation, specifically in terms of its documented
effectiveness in changing student behavior. As is evident from the results obtained in this
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study, behavioral interventions developed using both models of consultation revealed
similar improvements in student on-task behaviors, so neither model appears to be more
effective at improving student behavior.

Research Question 3: Teacher Behavior
A second goal of the present study was to analyze the impact of the behavioral
interventions developed in accordance with each model of consultation on teacher
behavior, as measured through direct observations of each teacher’s average rates of
general praise, behavior specific praise and use of reprimands in the classroom. Given the
inherent focus on emphasizing positive elements of student behavior in the SBC model, it
was hypothesized that teachers exposed to this model of behavioral consultation would
demonstrate higher rates of general praise, as well as higher rates of behavior specific
praise, when implementing behavioral interventions with target students in the SBC
condition. At the same time, it was theorized that since highlighting student strengths was
not an integral element of the traditional behavioral consultation model, positive changes
in teacher rates of praise or behavior specific praise would be less evident in this
condition.
Although there was some variability in individual rates of general praise and
behavior specific praise, when the teacher data were aggregated and considered
collectively, the results indicated that as a whole, teachers demonstrated a slight increase
in rates of general praise and behavior specific praise in the BC condition as documented
by small effect sizes in both cases. However, when participating in the SBC condition,
teachers increased their rates of general praise dramatically, as was evident by a large
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effect between the baseline and intervention phases. In addition, teachers in the SBC
condition also increased their rates of behavior specific praise dramatically, with a large
effect size obtained between baseline and intervention phases. Moreover, average rates of
reprimands for teachers in the BC condition remained relatively stable across the baseline
and intervention phases, while the average rates of reprimands in the SBC condition
significantly decreased from the baseline to intervention phases.
These results can be interpreted in light of the previously discussed Transactional
Theory of Behavior, which views the process of development as based on “an ongoing
series of reciprocal relationships with a child (or teacher’s) environment exerting
influence on behavior and the child (or teacher’s) behavior in turn, influencing the
environment” (Sameroff, 1995, p. 665). As suggested by the results obtained in this
study, when teachers in the SBC condition were made overtly aware of specific
interpersonal or behavioral strengths of their students, they demonstrated higher rates of
praise towards the entire class. These gains were particularly evident in behavior specific
rates of praise, which is encouraging, given the existing literature base that suggests that
this type of praise is a universally recommended method of increasing students’ social
skills and rates of academic achievement (Pisacreta, Tincani, Connell & Axelrod, 2011).

Research Question 4: Social Validity
Finally, the fourth research question was designed to provide estimates of the
social validity of these two models of consultation as they relate to teachers’ perceptions
of the acceptability, effectiveness and feasibility of implementation. The researcher was
particularly interested in investigating whether or not the SBC model yielded higher
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ratings of acceptability, effectiveness and feasibility when rated by teachers. This
question was initially designed in order to further investigate the social validity of using
the DESSA strength-based assessment system within the context of strength-based
behavioral consultation, since prior to this study, its authors have provided only anecdotal
support regarding its usefulness in a consultation relationship.
The results of this analysis indicated that as a whole, the majority of the teachers
in the study rated interventions developed in both models of consultation as having high
levels of social validity, as is evident from total score ratings ranging from 3.92 to 5.92,
on a scale from 1 to 6. When each of the three constructs of the BIRS were analyzed
separately, and comparisons were made across models, the results indicated that ratings
of acceptability, effectiveness and feasibility were very similar for both the BC and SBC
models of consultation. However, when teachers were asked to indicate a preference for
either the DESSA or BASC-2 rating scales, a majority of teachers indicated that they
preferred the strength-based focus of the DESSA.
Of particular interest, was the finding that although one teacher had high ratings
of acceptability and feasibility for both interventions, she had somewhat lower ratings on
the effectiveness scale, with ratings of 2.14 for the BC model and 2.45 for the SBC
model. This finding was considered in light of the complex issues involved in this
teacher’s interactions with the selected target students. Although the target student in
both cases made dramatic behavioral gains in improving their average on-task behavior
as a result of the behavioral intervention employed, over the course of both interventions
it became evident that this teacher had a longstanding history of difficulty with each of
the target students as well as their respective parents. The consideration of these outside
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contextual variables are important, as they illustrate that the implementation of a
strength-based model of consultation cannot simply be viewed as a panacea for complex
emotional relationships and possible negative beliefs and perceptions that some teachers
experience as a result of their ongoing interaction with certain difficult students.
Although the consultant continually pointed out the significant gains each target
student had made in terms of their improvements in pro-social behavior, this teacher
continued to have difficulty changing her perception of these students in order to view
them in a more positive manner. This example highlights not only the difficulty
consultants may face when attempting to focus on the positive elements of student
behavior, but also indicates the need for additional strategies to be employed to
counteract this type of thinking, particularly when used within a strength-based
consultative relationship. For example, when asked to complete the DESSA on the
student in the SBC condition, this teacher rated the student as possessing no observable
strengths across any of the eight social-emotional scales. It was only through consistent
prompting and reflection that the consultant was able to identify an area of strength that
could be used as an element of the intervention. The issues inherent in this teacher’s low
ratings of intervention effectiveness highlight the need for future assessment into what
specific elements of the consultative relationship may be useful in positively influencing
teacher’s attitudes and behavior as they relate to their relationships with their students.

Limitations
The researcher acknowledges that the results obtained in this study may only be
interpreted within the scope of its methodology and with a thorough understanding of the
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limitations inherent in its design. First and foremost, the procedures employed to recruit
teachers and students resulted in a convenience sample, consisting of a very restricted
sample of all Caucasian female teachers. As a result, teachers who opted to participate
may have shared certain similarities or tendencies that would not be evident in a true
random sampling of teachers. Regarding student selection, each teacher was asked to
identify students in need of a behavioral intervention and once that student was selected,
parental consent was obtained in order for them to participate in the study. It is possible
that of this type of procedure to recruit students may have impacted the external validity
of the results.
Secondly, although the use of single subject designs are well-suited to evaluate
individual effects in behavior, it is only through the replication of such designs that well
supported conclusions may be drawn regarding the effectiveness of certain instructional
practices, interventions, or behavioral consultation models (Gast, 2010). Even then, the
extent to which the results can be generalized to the population as a whole may be
limited. This study represented an excellent step towards the evaluation of a new model
of behavioral consultation, developed in accordance with the strength-based theory of
social, emotional and behavioral assessment and intervention. The extent to which the
positive results obtained in this study can be applied to other students and teachers,
however, cannot be concluded from the current data. In order to truly investigate the
effects of this type of SBC consultation model on teacher and student outcomes, rigorous
randomized control trials would need to be conducted in order to evaluate the possible
positive treatment effects. Despite these methodological limitations, however, the present
study nonetheless serves as an impetus for future research and a possible theoretical
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blueprint in order to further investigate the effects of interventions developed using a
SBC model of consultation on student and teacher behavior.
A third methodological limitation of this study relates to the methods used to
analyze the effectiveness of each intervention. Although single subject designs have
increasingly been employed in order to evaluate outcomes in behavioral consultation
research, there continues to be ambiguity surrounding how to interpret effect sizes
obtained from this type of research. Although the estimates of effect size obtained in the
present study were high, according to DuPaul, Eckert and Vilardo (2012) “computing a
parametric effect size with serially dependent data may be problematic from a statistical
perspective” (pp. 408). In order to counteract this issue, an attempt was made to analyze
the data using a combination of methods including effect sizes, percent of nonoverlapping data, and visual analysis of the data.
In addition to the methodological issues inherent in the design of this study, there
were a few other limitations that may have impacted the extent of the interpretation of the
resultant data. For example, it is possible that the presence of a social desirability bias
may have confounded the measures of social validity, particularly in regards to each
teacher’s score on the BIRS rating scale. This may have led to a less accurate sampling of
true opinion regarding intervention practices and thus may have skewed the data.
Additionally, social desirability effects may have occurred during the direct observations
of both student and teacher behavior in the classroom. The extent of these effects on
possible changes in participant behavior should be considered when evaluating the
results.
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An additional limitation of the study relates to the procedures used throughout the
implementation phase of the consultation models. Although elements of performance
feedback were included in the procedures, they were not explicitly defined or measured.
For example, after each week, teachers were e-mailed graphs of their students’ behaviors
along with estimates of their procedural fidelity. While they were provided with this data,
explicit discussions of what steps of the procedures were missing or feedback on their
instructional practices occurred only with teachers who had difficulty implementing the
interventions. The lack of consistency in performance feedback measures is an obvious
limitation that should be addressed in future evaluations of a strength-based approach to
behavioral consultation. This is especially important, given the finding that consistent use
of performance feedback has been shown to lead to higher levels of treatment
implementation (Noell et al., 2005).
An additional limitation related to the procedures of this study was that data were
collected over the course of the last couple of weeks of the school year and therefore
follow-up data was not available to assess the extent to which improvements in both
student and teacher behavior were maintained over a longer period of time in the absence
of the consultant’s support. Given the extant literature base on the maintenance of
treatment fidelity, as discussed in Gast (2010), in the absence of the consultant, it would
be predicted that fidelity to the intervention procedures would have decreased without ongoing consultative support, or at least periodic “booster sessions”. Nonetheless, future
methodological designs that include the collection of follow-up data on variables of
interest would undoubtedly contribute to researchers’ understanding of how these types
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of experimental designs may be implemented in a practical, yet effective means in a
school setting.

Implications and Future Research
Given the fact that the growing strength-based movement represents a relatively
recent addition to the field of school psychology, much research remains to be conducted.
First and foremost, strong research designs are needed to investigate the effectiveness of
different models of SBC in comparison to other models of behavioral consultation such
as Conjoint Behavioral Consultation (Sheridan, Kratochwill, & Bergen, 1996) or Direct
Behavioral Consultation (Watson & Robinson, 1996). Future research may also seek to
analyze how variations of specific strength-based behavioral consultation models can be
altered to maximize success, such as through the implementation of performance
feedback techniques, the inclusion of generalization training, increasing the amount of
teacher training during the interventions, and/or analyzing which personal characteristics
of the consultant are effective in obtaining positive outcomes.
Potential limitations and benefits of a SBC model on students across disability
categories would also be a unique contribution to the existing literature. In a recent study
conducted with students with autism spectrum disorders (ASD), Campbell and Tincani
(2011) found that including a student’s special interests or obsessions in the
implementation of a specific strength-based social skills intervention had a positive effect
on student behavior. Future research investigating how specific student strengths or
interests could be further highlighted and/or embedded into a behavioral intervention for
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students across disability categories could represent a valuable contribution to the field of
special education.
Of particular interest, is the investigation of whether giving teachers a choice in
selecting certain behavioral interventions implemented during SBC would lead to greater
levels of procedural fidelity. In a recent study, Dart and colleagues (2012) evaluated the
effects of a “test-drive approach” to the selection of behavioral interventions in order to
improve both student levels of on-task behavior in addition to teachers’ level of treatment
integrity. The results indicated that teachers who initially maintained low levels of
treatment integrity demonstrated improvements in their treatment integrity rates after
having the opportunity to “test drive” several interventions and select one that they
ultimately deemed most appropriate. This proactive method of improving teacher ratings
of integrity to study procedures may represent a more progressive approach to
intervention selection. In the present study, teachers in both the BC and SBC conditions
were given a menu of possible interventions and asked to select that which they deemed
most appropriate. Future research investigating the outcomes of both BC and SBC
models of consultation may benefit from the inclusion of “test-drive” approaches to
intervention selection in order to increase teachers’ rates of satisfaction, sense of
ownership, and ultimately levels of treatment integrity to the procedures of a given
intervention.
An additional avenue of future research that has yet to be explored within the
SBC consultation domain relates to the various ways in which multiple stakeholders
involved in a student’s life can be incorporated into the assessment and intervention
planning that occurs as part of the strength-based assessment and intervention model of
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behavioral consultation. As discussed previously, research has demonstrated that high
rates of parental involvement in school settings have been shown to be positively
associated with higher rates of student academic achievement, self-concept, attitudes
towards school and pro-social behaviors (Christenson et al., 1992). As such, specific
consultation models have been developed to include this important variable of parental
involvement. For example, CBC (Sheridan & Kratochwill, 1992; Sheridan, Kratochwill
& Bergen, 1996) has been conceptualized as an “indirect service delivery model, in
which parents and teachers are joined together to address the academic, social, or
behavioral needs of an individual, for whom both parties bear some responsibility”
(Sheridan & Kratochwill, 1992, p. 122). Research using this type of consultation model
has consistently found that the addition of a parental component to the assessment and
intervention planning process of behavioral consultation can be a valuable resource, and
is particularly useful in improving both student and teacher outcomes. The focus on
positive attributes of students inherent in the SBC type of approach may lend itself to
more positive interactions occurring between teachers and parents, which may then lead
to higher levels of collaboration between the teacher and parents of the student. A future
study investigating the effects of a consultation model of SBC on both student and
teacher outcomes, that followed similar methodology to the present study, but included a
specific parental component as part of the assessment and intervention process (possibly
by including information obtained from strength-based parent rating scales and/or
consultation sessions with parents as active participants) would be an extremely valuable
addition to the existing literature related to strength-based assessment and intervention in
school-based behavioral consultation.
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Another potential avenue of future research relates to the aforementioned
discrepancy in procedural fidelity ratings found between the consultant and Teacher 5 in
the present study. At the conclusion of each week, the teacher provided the researcher
with completed self-report fidelity checklists, indicating high levels of adherence to the
treatment protocol. However, direct observations of her behavior during observational
sessions provided indications that the intervention steps were not being followed as
prescribed in the intervention plan. Initially, her low rates of procedural fidelity were not
viewed by the researcher as teacher resistance per se, but rather the possible result of a
lack of knowledge and skills regarding how to implement behavioral interventions.
Interestingly, this finding can be explained through an understanding of one of the main
characteristics of the traditional behavioral consultation model, that is, its reliance on a
client-centered approach to assessment and intervention. Within this context, the primary
goal of the model is typically to assist the child with acquiring a specific skill; with
teacher training viewed as a secondary, and in some cases, less frequently emphasized
responsibility of the consultant (Gutkin & Curtis, 1990). This view stands in direct
contrast to the DBC (Watson & Robinson, 1996) model of consultation in which the
primary focus lies in providing the teacher with specific skills through explicit teacher
training.
At the time of the intervention, the most plausible explanation for this teacher’s
behavior was interpreted within the scope of the work published by Gutkin & Hickman
(1990) which describes four interconnected variables implicated in teacher resistance
consisting of: a) consultee characteristics (such as teacher’s level of self-efficacy), b)
consultant characteristics (such as the presence or absence of interpersonal and
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relationship skills), c) organizational characteristics (including the culture of the school
and possible lack of administrative support and/or d) situational factors (such as a
teacher’s lack of time or energy). In this specific teacher’s case, the consultant
determined that the teacher’s lack of adherence to the study procedures was likely due to
a combination of consultee characteristics and situational factors, as she was a fairly
inexperienced second year teacher with a very large class size and also had a high
number of competing demands placed upon her by the school administration during the
last few weeks of the school year.
Since the current study procedures did not include modeling, coaching or specific
performance feedback procedures, the researcher decided to combat the issue of low
procedural integrity rates by this teacher by simply stressing the recommendations that
were already included in the procedures outlined during the implementation phase. For
example, the research protocol indicated that each teacher was to be provided with an
explicit understanding of the theoretical basis of the intervention and the specific goals
and objectives. When the teacher began experiencing integrity issues, these objectives
were explained to this teacher once again in order to hopefully facilitate her
understanding of the purpose of the intervention. Further teacher training through other
methods suggested by consultation researchers such as performance feedback (Noell et
al., 2005) or peer coaching teams (Joyce, Murphy, Showers & Murphy, 1991) could not
be implemented in the present study due to methodological restrictions. However, they
represent excellent suggestions for future researchers who also encounter low rates of
teacher adherence to study procedures.
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It is also important to consider the possibility that the low rates of procedural
fidelity obtained by this teacher in the present study could be better accounted for through
an understanding of issues related to teacher resistance (Piersel & Gutkin, 1983). Future
research investigating the relationship between teacher resistance within a strength-based
approach to behavioral consultation could also serve as another area of research that has
the potential to inform school psychologists’ daily practice in consultation initiatives.

Summary

The goal of the present study was to add to the existing literature in school
psychology by providing a detailed description and theoretical blueprint for future
researchers regarding how to integrate the growing strength-based movement of
assessment and intervention with a school-based behavioral consultation initiative.
Although there have been a few studies that have investigated the impact of certain
models of consultation on student and teacher outcomes (e.g. Carter & Van Norman,
2010; Reinke, Lewis-Palmer & Merrell, 2008), to date, the researcher is unaware of any
studies that have systematically investigated both student and teacher outcomes in
relation to the implementation of a strictly strength-based model of behavioral
consultation that utilizes the comprehensive assessment and intervention rating system of
the DESSA (LeBuffe et al., 2008) in order guide the development and implementation of
a behavioral intervention. Given the recent growth of the strength-based movement,
positive psychology initiatives, and positive behavior support movements in schools,
school psychologists are increasingly being asked to provide consultative services
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utilizing these methods to improve student behavior. As such, this study was designed to
address these issues by providing practitioners with specific guidelines on how to
implement and evaluate outcomes of a strength-based model of behavioral consultation
when developing behavioral interventions with teachers.
The present study extends the current literature on behavioral consultation, as it is
one of the first to evaluate the effects of a strictly strength-based model of behavioral
consultation on student and teacher outcomes. Although the results need to be replicated
across settings and participants in order for more extensive conclusions to be drawn,
these findings indicate that when teachers were exposed to a strength-based model of
behavioral consultation, they were able to effect improvements in student on-task
behavior, and increase their rates of both general praise and behavior specific praise with
students in their class. They also rated both types of behavioral interventions (BC and
SBC) as maintaining high levels of acceptability, effectiveness, and feasibility.
This type of research is significant, given the myriad social, emotional and
behavioral difficulties students face on a daily basis. Unfortunately, when these needs go
unmet, students are often left at an unnecessarily high risk of developing negative
patterns of behavior that, in some cases, may lead to the development of certain antisocial
or negative personality traits. Although compelled to attend school for seemingly
academic benefits, educators and school administrators have increasingly been called
upon to approach these weaknesses in SEL in a more proactive and meaningful way
within the school setting. It is precisely along this vein of reasoning that strength-based
approaches to assessment and intervention have been proposed as an alternative to the
traditional model of the deficit-oriented view of human behavior. As is evident through
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this study, investigating the utility of an SBC approach to school-based consultation has
the potential to lead to dramatic improvements in effecting positive change related to
both improving teachers’ interactions with their students, and improving students’
abilities to demonstrate appropriate SEL competencies within the classroom setting.
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